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The new trend on the Web has totally changed todays information access environment. The
traditional information overload problem has evolved into the qualitative level beyond the
quantitative growth. The mode of producing and consuming information is changing and
we need a new paradigm for accessing information.
Personalized search is one of the most promising answers to this problem. However,
it still follows the old interaction model and representation method of classic information
retrieval approaches. This limitation can harm the potential of personalized search, with
which users are intended to interact with the system, learn and investigate the problem, and
collaborate with the system to reach the final goal.
This dissertation proposes to incorporate interactive visualization into personalized search
in order to overcome the limitation. By combining the personalized search and the interac-
tive visualization, we expect our approach will be able to help users to better explore the
information space and locate relevant information more efficiently.
We extended a well-known visualization framework called VIBE (Visual Information
Browsing Environment) and implemented Adaptive VIBE, so that it can fit into the per-
sonalized searching environment. We tested the effectiveness of this adaptive visualization
method and investigated its strengths and weaknesses by conducting a full-scale user study.
We also tried to enrich the user models with named-entities considering the possibility
that the traditional keyword-based user models could harm the effectiveness of the system
in the context of interactive information retrieval.
iii
The results of the user study showed that the Adaptive VIBE could improve the precision
of the personalized search system and could help the users to find out a more diverse set
of information. The named-entity based user model integrated into Adaptive VIBE showed
improvements of precision of user annotations while maintaining the level of diverse discovery
of information.
iv
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Today’s information environment is getting much more complex day after day. The new
medium such as the World Wide Web is unprecedented to any other information resources
that have existed in human history in term of its size and its speed of growth. It is naturally
unorganized and decentralized from its birth. How to locate relevant information from this
extreme complexity and to distill valuable information from the mess is one of the greatest
challenges of information science today.
The traditional information overload problem [9] is becoming more evident with the
advent of the Web 2.0 [92], where the participation of the users in the creation of contents
is one important property. People collaborate with each other to generate contents using
Web-based Wiki software. They post and share their everyday experiences or expert level
knowledge and views on various issues on their blogs.
However, the Web 2.0 is not just a curse to the information overload. With its expand-
ing size and diversity, people began to see it as the rich resource of information, not just
for everyday lives, but also for the professional level. People now try to collect vast amount
of information from various sources, understand the complex background mechanism about
specific events, and re-produce new information from them. What is getting complicated is
not only the information space, but also the mode of information production and consump-
tion.
We need new tools to catch up with this change. So far, the most successful information
access tools are the directory services and Web-based search engines. The directory services
have existed since the beginning of the Web. The search engines enabled users to find out
relevant information easily even from the dumb terminal. They are still the most popular
tools for information access. However, current simple browsing and searching frameworks are
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not capable enough to match with the fundamental change of the information environment.
One of the ideas that can handle this problem is personalized search [88]. The interaction
model of personalized search is similar with plain, non-personalized search. It receives queries
from users and then returns most relevant document surrogates in a ranked list. However,
unlike the traditional searching, the personalized search approach tries to avoid the one-size-
fits-all idea and understand user differences – different user interests or different contexts –
and then provide more customized results for specific user interests under different contexts.
In order to accomplish this goal, user modeling ideas are usually adopted [44], by which
user contexts can be considered for retrieving information. Even though the adoption of the
user model and the implementation of personalized search aims to serve the users to retrieve
information best fits to their needs, the addition of the one big variable (user model) can
increase the complexity of the system.
From the system side, personalized systems should find out how to construct the user
models according to various users and how to operate the constructed user models in order
to provide effective personalization. From the user side, the increase of the complexity can
cause the failure of users’ proper mental model construction with which they can understand
the functionality and expect the behavior of the systems. This complexity can lead to user
frustration.
We have investigated several ideas [4, 5] to solve this complexity problem, especially
bearing in mind the concept of exploratory search [83]. The idea stresses on the importance
of the user interface, so that users can learn and understand their problems more thoroughly
while they actively interact with the system beyond simple look-up search activities and can
reach better results.
In the spirit of exploratory search, which gives users more control, we explored options
allowing the users to view and manipulate the user models as well as to control the impact
of the user models on search results.
A relevance-based visualization framework called VIBE (Visual Information Browsing
Environment) [91] was selected in order to achieve this goal. VIBE makes use of reference
points called POI (Point Of Interest) and can position documents according to their similarity
ratios to the POIs. We defined two groups of POIs – one for the queries and the other for
2
the user model keywords – and displayed the documents according to the VIBE algorithm.
This idea implemented a novel adaptive visualization approach, called Adaptive VIBE. The
dissertation tries to prove the value of Adaptive VIBE and investigate its properties in order
for future improvements.
1.1 CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE STUDY
This dissertation presents three round of studies (two pilot studies and the main user study)
for this adaptive visualization approach. In the first pilot study, we conducted an experiment
using the log data of the previous text-based TaskSieve study [5]. According to the findings
of the experiment, we could see the potential that the VIBE-based interactive visualization
could help improving the traditional personalized search approaches.
At the same time, we need to enrich the content of the user model that becomes the
foundation of our adaptive visualization. A lot of user modeling approaches still remain at
the classic bag-of-words model, where the user interest or the information seeking context are
represented as a set of keywords. With this simple approach, the conceptual level semantics
of the user models are hardly expressed.
This is where the second pilot study started. An extended version of adaptive VIBE was
experimented again, with its user model enriched with named-entities. Named-entities (NE)
are semantic categories and a pointer to a real world entities [93], so we were able to extend
the user models conceptual power. The experiment results confirmed the benefits of using
NEs, when they were mixed with keywords and built user models.
Even though these results are interesting and encouraging, it just revealed the static side
of our approach. In the context of the experiment, real user interactions were missing and
just the static pictures generated from the log data were evaluated.
Therefore, in the main study, a full-fledged user study was conducted with real users who
played the role of information analysts and performed the search tasks designed to reflect
real world problems as closely as possible. We defined three conditions: (1) the baseline, (2)
Adaptive VIBE, and (3) Adaptive VIBE plus NE-based user models.
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The results of the user study found that Adaptive VIBE could help the users to collect
better information compared to the baseline. They were able to collect more diverse text
fragments that could contribute to solving their tasks. The productivity in terms of the
number of good quality user annotations was also high. This increased user performance
could have allowed to construct better user models and it lead to the more precise system
outputs, in terms of the high rank retrieved documents and the visualizations. The NE-based
user models were able to contribute to formulating higher precision annotations by the users
while maintaining the similar level of diversity and productivity with the keyword-based user
models.
1.2 TARGET AUDIENCE
Even though the Adaptive VIBE system was implemented in the Web environment, we did
not assume the everyday users could benefit from our approach immediately. Rather, we
expected the users who are willing to investigate enough time and effort to rigorously solve
complex problems using the visualization.
Therefore, we defined the target audience of dissertation as the information analysts who
have the expertise in analyzing and solving complex problems. This premise was conformed
to the entire study procedures, particularly during the design of the tasks and the participants
recruiting stages.
1.3 DISSERTATION ROADMAP
Figure 1 shows the roadmap of this dissertation. In Chapter 2, related studies are intro-
duced. They are organized in four sections: (2.2) adaptive visualization, (2.3) comparison
of algorithm and UI-based information access, (2.4) Concept-based information access, and
two (2.5) preliminary studies conducted by ourselves that are the basis of the current study.
Chapter 3 introduces the idea of the Adaptive VIBE visualization and NE-based user
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Figure 1: Dissertation roadmap
modeling that comprises the core of this dissertation. In Chapter 4, two pilot studies about
the experiments that tested the potential of Adaptive VIBE and Adaptive VIBE with NE-
based user models are presented. Chapter 6 shows the results of the user study. Chapter 7
and 8 discuss the meaning of the findings and conclude the whole study.
1.4 DEFINITIONS OF CONCEPTS
1.4.1 User Modeling
A user model is a representation of information about an individual user that is essential for
an adaptive system to provide the adaptation effect, i.e., to behave differently for different
users [18]. User modeling or user profiling has its root on information filtering [10], which
filters relevant information from incoming stream of documents by comparing them with the
user profile.
User profiles can be categorized as two groups according to their temporal coverage.
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Long-term profiles reflect “long-term interests” that represents users’ global or general inter-
est. Short-term profiles reflect short-term interests of users that are more specific and cover
shorter duration of user interests. By learning a short-term model only from the most recent
observations, user models can adjust more rapidly to the user’s changing interests [13].
They can reflect users’ specific as well as general interests. Unlike the user models that
are mostly concerned about the general characteristics such as a sports lover or computer
scientists, some user models can take care of a very short-term task of users. They are called
task models, which try to accumulate information about a specific user task [121]. The
task models are more focused user models in this sense and they can also support multiple
sub-tasks, as long as a user is focused on the specific super-task. Task descriptions can be
provided explicitly [61] or implicitly by observing user activities [5].
The user model of this study is also the task model, because the adaptive visualization
of the study was designed to support information experts who solve specific tasks. It does
not serve their global attributes or interests.
1.4.2 Information Visualization
Card, et al [25] defined visualization as the use of computer-supported, interactive, visual
representations of data to amplify cognition. They defined information visualization as the
use of computer-supported, interactive, visual representations of abstract data to amplify
cognition. Unlike other visualization area such as data visualization, information visualiza-
tion focuses more on the visualization of abstract information.
Shneiderman [111] emphasized more on the interactivity of information visualization and
defined it as a compact graphical presentation and user interface for manipulating large num-
bers of items possibly extracted from far larger datasets. Effective information visualizations
enable users to make discoveries, decisions, or explanations about patterns (correlations,
clusters, gaps, outliers,...), groups of items or individual items.
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1.4.3 Named-Entity
Named-entities are information units important to recognition like names, including people,
organizations, and location names, and numeric expressions including time, date, money and
percent expressions from unstructured text [107].
1.4.4 Ranked List
We define ranked lists as the list of retrieval outputs of modern search engines. They are
ranked according to the relevance scores computed by the system and usually include docu-
ment titles, summaries, and links to the actual body of the corresponding documents.
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2.0 LITERATURE REVIEWS
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Figure 2: The Taxonomy of the related studies
The goals of this study are two-fold: (1) to introduce a novel adaptive visualization
method and investigate its potential and characteristics and (2) to adopt a concept-based
user modeling into the adaptive visualization. Among the various domains the adaptive
visualization can be applied, this study focuses only on the visualization of search results.
Therefore, we can summarize that it has its roots in three broader areas: (1) Visualization
and HCI, (2) Personalization, and (3) Information Retrieval . Figure 2 depicts the rela-
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tionships among these areas and resulting sub-fields. The current dissertation – adaptive
visualization for information retrieval – is located at the center of the picture.
Adaptive visualization is an approach to provide customized visual information access
methods to the users. It can present different visual layouts or cues to the users, depending
on their context or different interests. We proposed an adaptive visualization method by
extending a relevance-based visualization method called VIBE (Visual Information Browsing
Environment) (Section 3.2) and attempts to test the effectiveness of this Adaptive VIBE in
this study.
The concept-based user modeling tries to overcome the limitations of the old keyword-
based user modeling. User model is a vital component of almost all personalized systems
and they have been mostly using simple keywords (or dictionary words) in order to model
their users. This simplicity entailed a lot of problems and various approaches have been
introduced to overcome its shortcomings. In this study, a named-entity (NE) based user
model was added to Adaptive VIBE in order to represent concepts in the user models.
Because this study chose the search result visualization for Adaptive VIBE, personalized
search naturally arises as an important area to examine. It is an attempt to incorporate
user contexts and interests in order to provide customized search results to the users [88],
and forms a backbone of adaptive visualization that can act as an underlying engine for it.
In contrast to the personalized search that usually tends to rely on algorithms or artificial
intelligence to produce the personalization, there exists another approach called Exploratory
Search (Section 2.3.2), which tries to incorporate smart user interfaces into the information
retrieval problem, so that the users can interact with the system to reach the better search
results. It is distinguished from the personalized search, in that it tries to combine the
algorithm and the user interfaces, in order to catch the “best-of-the-two-worlds.”
Adaptive VIBE tries to combine the strengths of these two worlds. It incorporates
personalization more actively into the visualization-based dynamic user interface and imple-
ments them into a single system. Its users can benefit from the flexible visual interface that
is customized to their interests while they actively explore the search space.
This chapter introduces related studies that can work as the foundations of Adaptive
VIBE. Section 2.1 overviews non-adaptive document visualization methods for search result
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representation, as they were frequently adopted as the baseline visualization layer by a lot of
adaptive visualization methods. Section 2.2 introduces the previous adaptive visualization
methods and their characteristics.
Section 2.3 compares the personalized search (Section 2.3.1) and exploratory search (Sec-
tion 2.3.2) as two representatives of the algorithm- and user interface-based approaches.
Section 2.4 introduces concept-based as well as named-entity based information access ap-
proaches.
At the end of the chapter, two preliminary studies are presented (Section 2.5). They
are direct predecessors and motivations of the current study in terms of personalization and
visualization: (1) YourNews study shows our own attempt for open and editable user models
for news recommendation and (2) TaskSieve study introduces a personalized information
retrieval system that had a flexible text-based user interface for query/user model mediation.
2.1 DOCUMENT VISUALIZATION OF SEARCH RESULTS
The approaches that attempt to visualize retrieved documents are mainly related to the
lack of information of the classic one-dimensional ranked lists. Within the ranked lists, it is
very hard for users to get enough information about the mechanism that actually retrieved
the documents. For example, it is really difficult to understand which word in their queries
benefitted more to match a specific document. Even though the ranked lists are provided
with some basic information such as document scores, document summaries, and search
keyword highlights, they still lack the capability required for understanding complex search
tasks.
In fact, there have been a lot of attempts from the visualization side to better represent
the search results. TileBars [51] is a good example that attempted to visually represent the
term distribution in the retrieved documents graphically and could be understood as a visual
extension to the KWIC (KeyWord-In-Context) [78] index-based document snippets in the
ranked lists. A similar and more recent example is FeatureLens [37]. Its goal is to visualize
the inner structure of a huge text and help users mine meaningful context, which was not
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easily comprehensible.
Whereas the approaches such as TileBars or FeatureLens focused more on enriching the
document representations of the ranked list-like environments, some approaches tried to
innovate the one-dimensional nature of the ranked lists and extend it to the two-dimensional
space. Several approaches tried to exploit SOM (Self Organizing Map) based two-dimensional
maps [29, 62, 65, 76].
Another spatial search result visualization approaches include force-directed layout based
visualization, MDS (Multi-Dimensional Scaling) [27], relevance-based approaches such as
VIBE [91], or RadViz [85], and InfoCrystal [115]. Among them, VIBE is relatively most
famous and has been applied to various domains [11, 31, 54].
Beyond the rather simpler two-dimensional placement of the documents, hierarchical
tree or clustering approaches have been applied to this domain. Examples are Vivisimo1,
Scatter/gather [53], Treemap [59], and Grokker [99].
Despite the variations in terms of the ideas and algorithms, they share a common goal –
allocate the documents on the visualization plane and create visual cues for better informa-
tion access. For example, SOM, force-directed layout or MDS allocate documents according
to their similarity, so that similar documents are placed closer on the visualization and users
can instantly understand the inter-document relationships. VIBE or RadViz exploit refer-
ence points and show the documents according to their relationships to the references. When
these techniques are applied to the retrieved document visualization, users can visually find
out the distribution of different topics within the hundreds of retrieved documents and then
locate the information they want more efficiently.
However, they are different in terms of the interactivity with users. Table 1 summarizes
how interactive these visualization algorithms are. Some techniques are just static, which
means that they just show an overview about the data distribution but not include any
interaction with the users. Other techniques include the capability to communicate with
users, so that they can show the overview of the entire dataset fist but also can dig into
the details according to users’ requests [110]. I am specifically interested in the interactive
visualizations among them, hoping that they could contribute to enhancing the interaction
1http://www.vivisimo.com
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Table 1: Interactivity of visualization methods
Interactivity Visualization Methods
Static MDS, TileBars, Single-level SOM, Single-level clustering
Medium Force-directed Layout, Hierarchical SOM, Hierarchical clustering, Treemap
High VIBE, RadViz, Scatter/Gather
model of static search and implementing a personalized exploratory search system. The
following section introduces some examples of the adaptive visualization methods.
2.2 ADAPTIVE VISUALIZATION
In this section, various adaptive visualization approaches are introduced. Adaptive visu-
alization is the combination of visualization and personalization, which is one of the main
thesis of this dissertation.
A classification of the adaptive visualization methods are provided in order to better
understand the similarities and the differences between the approaches. By understanding
the structure of the past approaches, we will be able to expect the strength of the novel
method conceptually.
2.2.1 Classification of Adaptive Visualization Methods
Adaptive visualization is an attempt to improve information visualization by incorporating
adaptation. Through adaptation, users can modify the way in which the system visualizes
a collection of elements (or documents) [103]. Unlike the non-adaptive information visual-
ization methods provide the same visualization to all users, adaptive visualization aims to
provide different visualizations according to different user interests or contexts.
The non-adaptive document visualization methods have a wide variety of ideas and var-
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ious adaptive visualization approaches have been introduced and tested in order to better
support the users. Despite its relative new appearance compared to the traditional informa-
tion visualization, the diversity of the approaches span quite large. Therefore, it would be
worthwhile to systematically classify the adaptive visualization methods.
A related classification effort can be found in [21], where a family of adaptive content pre-
sentation approaches were introduced. Even though it is discussing about the more generic
adaptive “presentation” of contents and not about more specific adaptive “visualization”,
it could provide us with the hints on how to classify the existing adaptive visualization
methods.
The adaptive content presentation in [21] was classified into two big categories: (1)
Content adaptation and (2) Content presentation. The former can be understood as the
adaptation of contents itself. It includes sub-categories such as “approaches based-on page
and fragment variants”, “content selection”, and “content structuring”. The latter is to adapt
the way the contents are presented and includes “approaches based-on abstract information”,
“relevance-based techniques”, and “media adaptation.” These two broad categories could
be rephrased as “what to adapt” and “how to adapt (or adaptively present).”
This method cannot be directly applied to the adaptive visualization. However, it pro-
vided an insight to pick up two representative categories of adaptive visualization. Figure 3
shows a classification of adaptive visualization methods.
First of all, some adaptive visualization approaches prepare multiple visualization meth-
ods and provide them selectively according to different user characteristics. This is the
simplest approach and we can notice the similarity to the “content selection” approach of
the adaptive content presentation.
The second category is the visualization methods that adaptively change the structure
of the visualization – “Visual Structure Adaptation”. This is similar with the “content
adaptation” method in the adaptive content presentation classification, in that it tries to
filter out more relevant contents and to provide them in adaptively generated dynamic visual
structures.
The third category is “Adaptive Annotations”, which is mostly interested in emphasizing
specific information using different visual annotation methods such as icons or colors. It is
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Figure 3: Classifying adaptive visualization approaches (italicized nodes are study examples)
similar with the “Priority on focus” or “Priority on context” adaptive presentation methods
that are interested in emphasizing specific contents and/or preserving context of them.
The structure of these three categories can be understood as a stack. The first “Visu-
alization Method Adaptation” stack forms the foundation of the other two. Any structure
of annotation adaptation methods need to select the baseline visualization method first.
The “Visual Structure Adaptation” is the parent of the “Adaptive Annotation” stack. The
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Fig. 2. Representation selection interface
Fig. 3. Representation selection interface
For evaluation group participants (who used adaptive ERST), the list of rep-
resentation choices might have been reduced or a single representation recom-
mended (as discussed in 2.2) if the system believed that this intervention would
enhance the individuals’ ER reasoning performance on the basis of the current
user’s interaction and performance history. An example is provided in Figure 3.
Participants in both groups were told that they were free to choose any ER,
but that they should select a form of display they thought was most likely to
be helpful for answering the question. Participants then proceeded to the first
question, read it and selected a representation.
The spatial layout of the representation selection buttons was randomized
across the 30 query tasks in order to prevent participants from developing a set
pattern of selection.
Based on the literature (e.g. [9]) a single ‘optimal’ ER for each task was
identified (display selection accuracy scores were based on this - see results).
However, each query type could potentially be answered with any of the repre-
sentations offered by the system (except for set diagrams, which were only usable
in quantifier-set tasks).
After the participant made his/her representation choice, ERST recorded the
selection time (display selection latency) and then generated and displayed the
representation instantiated with the data required for answering the question
e.g. Figure 4).
Figure 4: ERST’s representation selection interface [47]
structure adaptation is inherited to the adaptive annotation, so that the icon and/or color-
based adaptation can be made on top of it. The exemplar adaptive visualization methods
belonging to each category shares the characteristics of the parent stack.
In addition to these categories, an independent group is defined – “User Model Visu-
alization.” The user models re cor components for personalization in general as well as
adaptive visualization. In most cases, they are hidden as black boxes and did not allow users’
examination or control on them. However, some approaches tried to visualize the contents of
the user models hoping that the openness and user control c uld improve the overall system
performance.
The following sections examine the adaptive visualization examples of these four cate-
gories.
2.2.1.1 Visualization Method Adaptation Sometimes, a system can choose totally
different visualization methods according to user ability or attributes, rather than make
variations within a single visualization method. ERST (External Representation Selection
Tutor) [48, 49, 47] could provide a selection of information display forms (plot chart, table,
pie chart, sector graph, bar chart, Euler diagram) by users’ background knowledge of external
representations (KER) and task types. In a study [48], a Bayesian network was constructed
in order to reveal the relationships between the background knowledge, task types, and the
information display forms by collecting real data from the participants.
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2.2.1.2 Visual Structure Adaptation The adaptive visualization methods that adapt
the structures include two techniques: (1) varying the layout of the visualization or (2)
providing methods to easily explore within the visualization. The first method shows different
visualization layouts according to varying context of users and the second method receives
user interactions and navigates to the different parts or levels of the visualizations.
CVI and RF-Cones [118] belong to the first group. They tried to help users to navigate
the problem space with dynamically changing view points and similarity-based layouts. The
users could explicitly feedback with the system in order to select a specific viewpoint that
best matches their interests on a 3D sphere and then extend their navigations to the cone-
tree based visualizations that layout the contents according to the similarities to the user
profiles.
WIVI [72] is a adaptive navigation system for Wikipedia articles. It adopted two different
visualization schemes for the user model side and the recommended element side. For the
user model, which is the past visit history of Wikipedia articles, a simple graph visualization
was used. For the recommendation of the future visits, concentric circles were used. The
articles with higher recommendation scores were placed on the inner circles, whereas lower
score articles were placed on the outer circles. Users were able to see different concentric
layouts of the Wikipedia articles according to the different distribution of recommendation
scores.
Opinion Space [14] visualized the user opinions on a 2-dimensional spatial visualization.
Users are asked to answer a survey on a specific topic and then a visualization pops up. The
high dimensional attributes in the survey was reduced to the 2-dimensional space by the
PCA (Principal Component Analysis) algorithm and the users could see where their opinions
are located in the visualization. The location of their opinions represented similarities to
specific concepts and the users could navigate through the space by dynamically adjusting
their original answers to the survey.
Roussinov [103] implemented a multi-level SOM (Self Organizing Map), so that users
could explicitly explore the document tree implemented in the multi-level map. Unlike the
approaches before, this approach is more focusing on the ability to travel through the complex
visualizations rather than providing users with adaptively differentiated visualization layouts.
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The still unvisited articles are represented by rectan-
gular shapes, and are laid out on three rings around the
visited articles. Which ring an article is assigned to is
determined by the DOI function as defined earlier. Each
ring represents a third of the functions’ range (½"1;1#). An
article found to be more relevant is placed on a ring closer
to the center articles. This proximity to the already visited
articles indicates to the user that this article is considered
as potentially important to what they are searching for
and might be worth reading. Most edges connected to
unvisited articles are hidden to reduce the visual clutter
they would produce otherwise. Only the edges connected
to the article currently read by the user are shown.
Due to the space consuming nature of article texts and
the visualization of structural information, they have to be
separated from each other. However, the user should be
able to keep the connection between the structure and the
currently viewed article. As the work of Lai et al. [19]
indicates, users do not want to use graphical representa-
tions alone for navigation. Thus, Wivi provides the user
with an integrated browser, which contains both the
visualization and the display of the current article itself.
Because the article text and the visualized article graph
are displayed together, both can be used for navigation.
The user can read through the article and click on any link
to another article, just like in a standard web-browser.
Alternatively, the user can also click on any article node in
the visualization. In either way, the application then loads
the new article and inserts it and any newly found
referenced articles into the article graph. To make the
connection between the article text and the visualization
more apparent, the corresponding article node of the
currently loaded article and its connected edges are
highlighted in green. Also, when the user hovers over a
link in the article text, which has a corresponding node in
the article graph, this node and its edges are temporarily
highlighted in blue (see Fig. 3). This highlighting is also
done, when the user hovers over a node in the article
graph itself. In this case, all hidden edges are made visible
during highlighting, which allows the user to find out
which unvisited articles are referenced by a certain visited
article or which visited articles reference a certain
unvisited article (see Fig. 4).
When changes of the graph or layout of the visualiza-
tion are made, the user must be able to understand how it
has changed. Not only does this help maintaining the
mental map, but it is also important if the user wants to
go back to earlier visited articles and thus has to locate
them. Transitions between two states of the graph can be
animated, which allows the user to efficiently perceive the
changes and maintain their mental map [21,12]. The
animation of position changes, which happens when the
DOI of one ore more unvisited articles changes or new
articles are inserted, are done by interpolating between
polar coordinates. Unlike an interpolation between Carte-
sian coordinates, this creates circular movements and
results in reduced crossing of animation paths, which
helps the user to follow the transition between two states
[30]. Fig. 5 shows how the visualization changes when
new articles are visited.
Besides the interaction necessary to navigate between
articles, the application also provides a zoom lens in the
visualization which follows the mouse pointer. It enlarges
nodes close to the mouse pointer and makes them fan out,
to make reading and selecting overlapping nodes easier.
The distortion of the node positions is also based on polar
coordinates which integrates well with the other anima-
tions.
ARTICLE IN PRESS
Fig. 3. The user interface of Wivi. On the left, the current article text is displayed, on the right the visualization of the article graph.
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Figure 5: WIVI visualization example [72]. Visit history is sho n in the center of the
con-centric circles and recommended articles are located in the outer circles.
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ABSTRACT
This extended abstract presents a new spatial model for
collaboratively recommending “compelling” comments in an
online discussion forum that promote consensus among a
diverse group of users. In this application our goal is to pro-
mote comments that are rated highly by dissimilar users,
which in some sense is a dual to traditional recommender
problems. We propose a model for weighting and aggregat-
ing comment ratings that gives greater influence to positive
ratings from users who tend to disagree with the commenter,
and we compare it with various alternate methods. The
model has the added benefit of being resistant to manipula-
tion by false ratings and sybil attacks.
We test the model on comments in Opinion Space, a new
online discussion tool that allows users to visualize where
they stand with respect to other users in terms of their opin-
ions on a set of controversial propositions. Comments in the
system are recommended visually, where more “compelling”
comments are emphasized with larger sizes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many user-generated content sites on the web employ some
protocol for managing information that asks users to rate
comments, reviews, or story submissions. The ratings for
each item are typically averaged to form a ranking [10].
While this is a simple and intuitive method for filtering out
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Figure 1: Screenshot f the Opinion Space interface
(http://opinion.berkeley.edu). Larger points corre-
spond o more “compelling” comme ts.
irrelevant or inappropriate material, it is subject to many
known problems, including rank reversal in the presence
of irrelevant alternatives [9]. By definition, the averaging
model for ranking also tends to be dominated by extreme
behavior, which is precisely what we wish to filter out.
In this extended abstract, we propose a new approach for
comment recommendations that a) automatically identifies
the most compelling comments as a function of user ratings,
and b) resists manipulation by false feedback and sybil at-
tacks. Our test application is Opinion Space, a new online
discussion tool that offers an alternative to linear comment
threads on news, blogs, and shopping websites; the site is
designed to allow users to visualize, share, and explore user
opinions on a variety of controversial topics.
We seek to recommend compelling comments that pro-
mote consensus across a diverse group of individuals. The
idea stems from results in ensemble learning theory, where
it was found that more diverse ensembles of classifiers give
more accurate classifications [12, 11]. Intuitively, if a set
of classifiers tend to behave the same, then combining their
output to form an ensemble classifier is not going to perform
much better than any one of the classifiers. On the other
hand, if their behavior is diverse, then the combinations of
their opinions is likely to be more accurate.
We can apply the same concept to content recommender
systems by treating each user as a classifier and every com-
ment as an instance for classification. Our problem is to
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Figure 6: Opinion Space [14]
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Table 2: Visual structure adaptation methods and their baselines
Adaptive visualization Baseline visualization approaches
CVI/RF-Cones 3D SOM, Cone-tree
Wivi Concentric circles, Radial tree
Opinion Space PCA
Roussinov SOM
The users could zoom in the specific cells in the map and could see more detailed child
maps within the parent cells. By exploring down to the sub-maps, they could navigate down
to the lower level in the entire hierarchy. Users could explicitly control the system using
commands like “Please be more specific,” “Please try to generalize more,” “Fewer concepts,
” and “Re-do it!” These explicit feedbacks could return adaptive SOM visualization to the
users.
As can be seen from the examples, these adaptive visualization methods are based on
the non-adaptive visualization approaches. Table 2 compares the visual structure adaptation
methods and their baseline visualizations.
2.2.1.3 Adaptive Annotation Using the visual elements such as colors or icons, some
adaptive annotation approaches tried to give more focus on a specific contents in the vi-
sualizations. ADVISE (ADaptive VIsualization for Education) 2D [17] implemented this
approach based on the well-known Force Directed Placement visualization (FDP). FDP is a
graph visualization method, where the nodes in the graph repel each other and the edges con-
nects those nodes. Therefore, the layout of the visualization is determined by the repelling
and attracting forces between the nodes and the edges [40].
On top of the graph layout constructed by the FDP algorithm, ADVISE 2D tried the
adaptation technique by incorporating different set of icons. Because the corpus used in [17]
was C-language education examples, the nodes in the FDP graph represented the educa-
tional examples connected to each other. The adaptation was achieved by displaying icons
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that represented if a student whether ready for a specific example. Therefore, the students
could visually determine the examples to try by their progresses, even before examining the
contents of the examples.
QuizVIBE [6] is a similar approach but the baseline visualization is different. It made
use of the VIBE visualization [91], where the C-language quizzes were displayed according to
their similarities to the C-language concepts. Different set of icons were annotated beside the
quizzes in the visualizations and the icons were determined by the progress of the students.
Along with the icon-based adaptive visualization approaches, other systems tried colors
in order to emphasize specific parts of the visualization while maintaining the context. Njike
[90] implemented a treemap-based visualization in order to visualize the user visited pages
and the concepts in the domain model. Different colors were used for painting the treemap
cells according to the similarity between the user interest and the domain model.
Some visualization methods used the color and the icons at the same time. Gansner [42]
used the FDP visualization again for adaptively visualizing TV programs. However, color-
based adaptation was used instead of the annotation-based adaptation. The system called
TVLand could separate regions of the FDP graphs and used the background color of the
regions as the adaptation key. Because TVLand was the TV program recommender system,
the color keys were used for showing the recommendation results. For example, regions with
many recommended shows were colored yellow and regions with fewer recommendations were
colored dark blue. At the same time, by using different font sizes, background color, and
label frames of the TV show titles, the system could explain which programs were watched
during the specific amount of time.
KnowledgeSea [19, 20] made use of the SOM visualization for the personalization and
social annotation of the educational contents. It built a baseline SOM placing C-language
tutorials on the 2-dimensional spatial map and personalized the color of each cell contained
in the map according to the visit traffic of the users and the group of users. Each cell
could represent these two different traffics using foreground and background colors, using
high intensity colors for high traffics. Therefore, on the self organizing map that shows the
key concepts in the C-language education domain, the users could see which concepts were
covered by themselves and which concepts were visited by other group members. Along with
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the progress of the user (Figure 5). A detailed description of the adaptive knowledge-based and progress-based annotation of 
questions is given in section 4. 
In addition to the target icon, each question is annotated with a bar icon. The bar represents the cumulative difficulty 
of the question, which is calculated by averaging question error rates of all students (Figure 2). We have adopted two visual 
clues for this single icon, length and color. It presents a corresponding part of the blue-to-red color spectrum, where only blue 
means lower difficulty and whereas the addition of red means higher difficulty. Therefore, if a question is very difficult, the 
length of the spectrum icon grows to the maximum and shows the entire spectrum. Accordingly, when a question is very easy, 
the icon shrinks to show only the small blue portion of the spectrum. 
 
 
 
Figure 2: A QuizVIBE visualization with one opened question. 
 
QuizVIBE provides a highly interactive environment to explore questions, concepts, and their relationships. Along 
with such common tools as zooming, panning, and viewpoint rotation (which are supported by all ADVISE systems), 
QuizVIBE supports several specific relevance-based exploration methods. Most important is the ability to move and re-
arrange the POIs. When the user moves a POI (using a mouse), the system instantly re-positions all documents, maintaining 
an accurate representation of their similarities to the POI’s. On the other hand, when the user moves a POI, she can observe 
how related documents follow the move. The distances they travel reveals very obviously their similarity to the re-positioned 
POI. If one document is more similar to the POI than another, it will travel a greater distance. VIBE provides an option to 
show the trails of these movements. In the example shown on Figure 3, a user enabled the trail option then moved the POI 
“float” to the upper left side of the screen. This caused 6 questions to follow the POI, because they are related to this concept. 
The trailing lines they made have different lengths, according to the magnitudes of their similarities to the moved POI. 
Therefore, the user can compare the lengths of the trails to see how each document is related to the POI. The longer the trail 
is, the more the document has moved and thus the more similar it is to the POI. In Figure 3, the leftmost question has the 
longest trailing line and therefore we can assume that it is the most related to the concept “float.” 
Figure 4a shows three additional similarity-based tools: Similarity, Radar, and Filtering. All three are based on the 
similarity values between questions and visible POIs. When the Similarity tool is enabled, pointing to a question (for example, 
“variable2-ex3.c,” as shown in Figure 4a) causes a disc icon to appear next to each POI representing the strength of the POI’s 
similarity to the selected question. The discs are color-coded, with red representing a higher similarity and blue representing a 
lower similarity. The diameter of the discs also indicates different levels of similarity, with a bigger disc representing a 
higher similarity. In the example shown on Figure 4a, the most similar concept to the current question is “float” on the upper 
left side of the screen and the most dissimilar concept is “main_function,” which has the smallest disc. 
 
Figure 7: QuizVIBE visualization example [6]
yet another news cluster, mostly made up of morning news
shows. It is worth noting that the seemingly meaningful
left-right placement of the two distinct news clusters was co-
incidental. However, the diametrically opposing placement
of these two clusters is meaningful as, although they both
contain news-related shows, there are very few viewers who
regularly watch shows in both clusters.
4. VISUALIZING RECOMMENDATIONS
Figure 5: Personalized recommendation heat map for a typical but
fictious user. Regions with many recommended shows are colored
yellow and regions with few or none are colored dark blue. This is a
high-resolution zoomable image.
Once a global map of the item-item similarity is available,
a personalized recommendation “heat map” can be gener-
ated, where regions of low interest are colored with cool
colors, and regions containing highly recommended shows
are colored with a hot color. Figure 5 shows such a heat
map, where shows are scored using a factorization based
recommender [5], with blue color for shows that score low,
and yellow for shows that score high. We generate such
maps dynamically based on the viewing preference of the
user, and based on what TV shows are currently available,
much like a personalized weather forecast, but for TV shows.
These maps uniquely capture the viewing preferences of the
user/household, and evolve as the availability of TV shows,
and as the user’s taste, change with time. We can also gen-
erate a heat map profile, determined by how often the user
watches certain shows over a fixed time period, say, a week
or a month.
Using the map interface, recommendations can be made in
several different ways. In a user-driven mode, the heat map
is presented to the user for exploration. Users see the areas
of concentration of recommended shows or their viewing be-
havior, and can explore the map to find other shows in the
same countries, or in neighboring countries. In some cases, a
user might want to explore faraway lands for something new,
or complete a cross-country trip over time. In a user-passive
mode, recommendations are made by the recommender sys-
tem and are highlighted on the map, along with the shows
that were most similar. In this mode, the map allows the
user to understand why the recommendations are made. For
example, Figure 6 shows that Judge Alex is recommended
because the user watched Divorce Court, Judge Judy, and
Judge Mathis. In addition to the recommended show, the
map shows other nearby shows that are related and which
might be worth exploring.
Note that the “hot” areas on the map in Figure 5, include
news shows and kids shows. This could be an indication
that there are children and adults that household. Our TV
data is on the household level, and a household may contain
various individuals with widely varying preferences. The vi-
sualization of household viewing behavior on a map could
possibly separate out different elements of the household and
allow each member to get more personalized recommenda-
tions, e.g., the 8-year-old boy will look for interesting shows
in ToddlerSprawl, while the teenagers look in the Premium
Peninsula and the parents in Newsistan.
Figure 6: Explaining a recommendation. Framed labels with a
light background are shows the user watched, with font size pro-
portional to the amount of time spent. The recommended show is
framed with a black background.
We envisage our maps as a navigational interface to inter-
active media services such as video/movie/music-on-demand,
in which each title is a live link to the video/audio record-
ing, and the user can zoom in and out to explore the land
of TV/movies/music, much as online maps are used, except
that here clicking on each “town” allows instant exploration.
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Figure 8: TVLand visualization example [42]
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the traffic information, users’ preference and notes were annotated using different sets of
icons, so that the students could see the social recommendation and notes on the tutorials.
Lighthouse [73, 74, 75] introduced an interesting adaptive visualization mechanism for
information retrieval. Users could give feedbacks to the system on retrieval results returned
by their queries. The retrieved documents were displayed as circles in a 2- or 3-dimensional
spaces where their positions were determined by their inter-similarity scores. The users could
easily distinguish the contents of each document in the visualization because the document
titles were displayed beside the visualization and visibly connected to the document icons in
the visualization.
Users could annotate a part of documents as relevant or not relevant and then the
relevance scores were calculated for the remaining documents. The estimated relevancy was
marked on the document icons or textual titles using different colors and lengths of the
colored-shades. For example, a very relevant document had a longer green shade as its title
background and a non-relevant document had a red background. This color scheme (green
to red) was overlaid on the visualization, so that users could see the distribution of the
relevancy information and their relationships with the document positions.
Table 3 summarizes the adaptive annotation methods and their baseline visualization
approaches.
2.2.1.4 User Model Visualization The last group of studies related to the adaptive
visualization is the user model visualization. It is an attempt to show the contents of the
user models to the users and sometimes even let them edit the user models, so that they
could remove the noise in the user models and complement missing information.
YourNews [4] explored an on-line news filtering system that was equipped with a user
model viewer/editor. Unlike the expectations, the result showed that the manipulation from
the user side could lead to the poorer system performance. Wærn [123] has reported similar
results regarding non-visualization user models.
WIVI tried the visual open user model using a graph visualization method. WIVI’s
past visit history viewing function presented in Section 2.2.1.2 can be seen as a simple
example of graphical user model visualization. Users could compare the Wikipedia pages
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Figure 1. Screen shots of the Lighthouse system. The top fifty documents retrieved by the Infoseek
search engine for the “Samuel Adams” query. Both three-dimensional (top) and two-dimensional
(bottom) pictures are shown.
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Figure 9: Lighthouse visualization example [74]. Relevant items are marked in green (lower-
left side circles) and non-relevant ones are marked in red.
Table 3: Adaptive annotation methods and their baselines
Adaptive visualization Baseline visualization approaches
ADVISE 2D FDP
QuizVIBE VIBE
Njike Treemap
TVLand FDP
Lighthouse FDP (2D/3D)
KnowledgeSea SOM
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they had already visited in the user models and could compare them with the candidate
pages recommended by the system in the concentric rings.
Figure 10: User model visualization example – IntrospectiveViews
IntrospectiveView [8] shows an even more evolved user model visualization. It visualized
concepts in ontologies in a circle and used different levels of colors and font sizes according
to user interests. Because it was based on ontologies rather than a random set of keywords,
users could see the relationships among the visual user model contents (for example, the
different types of the elements). Figure 10 is a screenshot of IntrospectiveViews2.
MyExperiences [69] visualized the open learner model (OLM) in order to let the user
of adaptive learning systems see their user models and the process to construct them. The
learner model was represented as a tree structure and therefore the treemap algorithm was
used for the implementation of the open learner model. Using various interaction methods
such as selection and zooming in the treemap, users could navigate through the open learner
model in order to learn about the structure of their learning model.
2http://www.minerva-portals.de/research/introspective-views/IntrospectiveViews-v.2
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MyExperiences: The Open Learner Model of APOSDLE  
APOSDLE’s open learner model, MyExperiences (Fig. 1), allows users to access their 
learner model in order to understand how their knowledge level in certain concepts 
was diagnosed, and to change its content, if necessary. Typically, ~100 concepts are 
represented in the learner model. For each concept, one of three knowledge levels is 
automatically diagnosed with KIEs: learner (e.g., asking for a learning hint), worker 
(e.g., performing a task related to the concept), and supporter (e.g., being contacted). 
In terms of data structures, the APOSDLE learner model is a forest of trees with 
the knowledge levels being the roots of the trees. The children of each root 
(knowledge level) are all concepts for which the corresponding knowledge level was 
diagnosed. The children of each concept again are the KIEs that occurred for the 
respective concept. Due to the large amount of data (number of knowledge levels, 
concepts, and KIEs), we chose the tree map [6], a space-filling approach, as the core 
technique. By combining the tree map (right part of Fig. 1) with the familiar tree view 
(left part of Fig. 1) as coordinated multiple views, the user can get a quick overview 
(tree map) and browse to details in a familiar way of interaction (tree view).  
 
 
Fig. 1. The tree map-based open learner model of APOSDLE 
This is how MyExperiences relates to the principles of information visualization 
overview, zoom and filter, and details-on-demand: MyExperiences is divided into 
three rows (with different colors), one for each knowledge level. Each row in 
MyExperiences consists of the tree view (left) and the tree map view (right). Each tree 
map gives an overview of all the concepts for the specific knowledge level. For a 
concept, the number in brackets indicates the number of related evidences (KIEs). 
The lighter the color of such a sub-rectangle, the higher is the relative occurrence of 
this event for the concept. The aspect of filtering is realized with the search 
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Figure 11: User model visualization example – MyExperiences [69]
2.3 ALGORITHMS VERSUS USER INTERFACES FOR INFORMATION
ACCESS
Adaptive VIBE is an adaptive visualization approach designed for the efficient information
access. It aims to help users visually explore the target document space for problem solving.
The search process is reinforced by the system that understands the users’ search contexts.
Therefore, it can be seen that Adaptive VIBE inherits strategies from two rather contra-
dicting approaches: (1) approaches to provide users with personalized search results by
strong algorithms (personalized search) and (2) approaches that allow users to interact with
the system so that they can explore the problem space and locate the relevant information
(exploratory search).
They are contradictory in that the former approach usually puts more focus on the per-
sonalization algorithm whereas the latter puts more emphasis on the system-user interaction.
Of course, the long history of general information retrieval has a very strong tradition in
algorithm-based problem solving, for example, the Cranfield test [32], SMART experiments
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[106], and the TREC3 evaluation framework. However, this study limits the discussion to
the personalized information retrieval only.
2.3.1 Algorithm-based Approaches – Personalized Search
Personalized search is defined as an attempt to provide individualized collections of docu-
ments to the users, based on some form of models representing their needs and the context
of their activities [88]. The personalized search results are tailored to the preferences, tastes,
backgrounds and knowledge of the user who expressed it with the form of queries. Com-
pared to the approaches that impose more focus on the interaction between the user and
the system, personalized search has more focus on algorithms to generated the personalized
results.
In order to understand the difference, it is worthwhile to examine the mechanisms by
which the personalized search is working. Pitkow [95] described two methods for personalized
searching: (1) query augmentation and (2) result processing. In the query augmentation
stage, the user query is extended by the system considering the context of the user search.
After the search engine retrieves documents based on this augmented query, the search result
is examined and modified again to better reflect user context.
The user queries play a significant role in the information retrieval process. It is the
starting point of the whole retrieval process and works as the primary mean for sending user
intentions to the systems. However, it is well known that users are not good at formulating
effective queries. They tend to provide very short (two or three terms) queries [57], which are
not enough to fully express their information needs and sometimes miss important contexts.
Personalization can help augment or expand the user queries by estimating users’ latent
contexts or interests and eventually provide better results.
Most modern search engines rely on ranked lists in order to present the search results to
the users. They tend to rank the retrieved documents by their relevancy scores and display
10-20 documents per pages. Users mostly lack time and effort to examine a lot of documents
returned by the systems and it is a very important issue to place the relevant documents on
3http://trec.nist.gov
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top of the lists. Again, the system can estimate the user contexts and reprocess the original
search result in order to move more relevant documents into the top of the lists.
These two stages were all integrated into a single system in Pitkow’s Outride system [95]
but they can be selectively adopted by individual systems too. That is, a system can achieve
personalization by query augmentation or by result processing only.
Pretschner et al. [98] and Micarelly et al. [88] provided similar schemes to Pitkow’s. They
categorized the personalized search algorithms: (1) re-ranking, (2) filtering or part of retrieval
process, and (3) query expansion. Query expansion is same with query augmentation of
Pitkow’s terminology but they elaborated the result processing stage as “re-ranking” and
“filtering or part of retrieval process.”
A lot of personalized search engines adopted the re-ranking or the filtering method [7,
16, 95, 98, 109, 114, 116, 117] while query expansion or augmentation is still widely used
[82, 30, 109, 95, 77]. Our own previous studies contributed to the both categories. For
example, YourNews [4] and TaskSieve [5] systems all incorporated the re-ranking and the
filtering algorithms. Even though it was not a personalized system, NameSieve [3] could
support the pseudo-personalization by using a named-entity selection user interface and filter
by the users’ selection of the named-entities. It could provide the query augmentation with
they help of the user interface too. Detailed descriptions about those systems are provided
in Section 2.5.1, Section 2.5.2, and Chapter 3.
2.3.2 User Interface-based Approaches – Exploratory Search
In contrast to the approach focusing on algorithms such as personalized search, exploratory
search is more interested in users’ ability to control, learn, and discover information during
the interaction between the system and the users. It greatly emphasizes on interactive
user interfaces for information retrieval and understands the information retrieval process as
learning or investigation process rather than the simple lookup search [83].
Unlike the lookup search where the users relatively know well what to search, the tar-
get space and the nature of the problem of exploratory search is uncertain. White et al.
[124] identified the uncertain situations as: (1) the target of search is unknown or partially
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known, (2) the search begins with some certainty about what is known but changes into
one unknown and unfamiliar on exposure to new information and (3) users recognize useful
information objects by scanning through information resources, evaluating their usefulness
and determining the content/structure of a set of information objects.
Therefore, it requires strong human participation in an iterative and exploratory process.
In order to encourage the user participation and the active communication between the user
and the system, the role of efficient user interface is highly praised.
Relevance feedback [82] can be viewed as a technique that complements user exploration
of the search space [124]. It learns about user interests by their feedbacks [104] and the
relevance information acquired from the feedbacks is used in order to improve the result for
the next round of search process. Many relevance feedback approaches have been confirmed
to increase the performance using variety of techniques.
Rocchio’s relevance feedback model [102] or Ide’s Ide-dec-hi modification [56] update
the query vector regarding the positive or negative feedback of users about the retrieved
documents. Probabilistic models make use of user feedbacks in order to update its relevance
probability estimation [101, 120]. Users can provide the relevance information implicitly [64],
explicitly, or the systems could perform the similar process even without any user feedback
by using the technique called pseudo-feedback [34].
However, it is still relying on the algorithms, rather than the active participation of the
exploratory search idea. Especially, the implicit feedback based approaches or the pseudo-
feedback method requires almost no user participation. Moreover, a lot of traditional rele-
vance feedback model is based on the classic ranked list turn-taking interaction model, so it
is not very natural for users to see the result of their feedback immediately and understand
what aspect of their feedback helped to update the retrieval results.
A lot of exploratory search approaches tried to overcome these limitations by applying
various advanced user interface technologies. TileBars [51] graphically presented the query
term distribution in the search results so that the users can easily understand the relation-
ships between the query terms and the retrieved documents. Flamenco [52] and Relation
Browser [24] adopted a facet-based user interface for sub-exploring the search results. Scat-
ter/Gather [53] introduced a cluster-based search interface. Open Video [84] and PhotoMesa
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[112] enabled easy exploration of multimedia resources. HARVEST [46] used visualization
features such as maps and timeline browsers.
We tried to incorporate the idea of this exploratory search into Adaptive VIBE. VIBE is a
highly interactive visualization algorithm and its users can explore and investigate the search
space flexibly. We also tried to combine the personalization to the VIBE-based search system,
so that we can achieve the advantages of the two worlds. Detailed conceptual background
and implementation information is provided in Chapter 3.
2.4 CONCEPT-BASED INFORMATION ACCESS
Traditional textual information access approaches (including user models for the personalized
information access) were mostly based on the idea called bag of words. It is a keyword-based
approach that separates all words appearing in texts (including queries, documents, or user
models) and puts the words into a specific representation form (a bag). Among the diverse
representation methods (or models) of texts, vector space model (VSM) [105] or probabilistic
models [100] have been regarded as standards and showed relatively good performances.
When the words are placed into the vectors or their probabilities are calculated, it has
also been a standard procedure to remove very common words called “stop words” and
stemming them into their root forms [97, 67]. Depending on the models, a specific weighting
function such as TF-IDF (term frequency and inverse document frequency) is applied or the
probability of the words are used [105, 82].
This keyword-based approach has a long history of popularity and showed good perfor-
mances. However, it has many shortcomings. Because the documents, phrases, and sentences
are broken into independent words, the relationships among them instantly disappears. At
the same time, the meaning vanishes. For example, the bear ate the human and the hu-
man ate the bear are treated equally in the keyword-based bag-of-words models [87] and the
difference of the meaning between the two sentences disappears. The shortcomings of the
keyword-based information access methods can be summarized as follows.
1. Polysemy and synonymy problem – a single word can have more than one meaning
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(polysemy) and multiple words can have the same meaning (synonymy) [122]. The
conventional bag of word approaches do not distinguish these differences and it leads to
the performance degradation of the information access systems.
2. Independence assumption of words – all models that are based on the bag of words
assumption lose the notion of term ordering [87]. The lost term ordering leads to the
loss of meanings.
Therefore, various ideas have been introduced to overcome these limitations. Adaptive
VIBE is one of those attempts, which tried to implement a concept-based user model that
can provide a better representation of user interests. In the following sections, some examples
of the concept-based information access approaches are introduced, including concept-based
user modeling methods, document modeling, and concept-based information retrieval algo-
rithms.
2.4.1 Semantic User Modeling
Gauch [44] defined two user profile approaches that tried go beyond the old keyword-based
approaches. They are “semantic network profiles” and “concept user profiles.” Semantic net-
work profiles stored concepts in the nodes of the weighted network structures and retained
the connectivity information among the nodes. Therefore, semantic networks could over-
come the unrealistic assumption of the keyword-based approach that they were semantically
independent and could express more abundant meanings. By incorporating the concepts’
inter-relationships, the network user profiles could resolve the word ambiguity problem of
the terms that had been originated by polysemy and synonymy of keywords. Examples of
this method include InfoWeb [45] and SiteIF [79].
Concept profiles are similar with semantic network profiles in that there exist the links
between concept nodes. They made use of the concepts represented as nodes in a tree
to represent user interests rather than simple independent keywords and considered the
relationships among the concepts.
One important characteristic that differentiates concept profiles from the semantic net-
work profiles is the existence of hierarchical taxonomy or ontology. Semantic network links
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among the concepts are flat (node to node as in SiteIF) or close to a flat level (planet and
satellite in InfoWeb) but the hierarchies adopted in concept profiles are much richer because
they usually incorporates already existing hierarchies.
Some examples of these ready-made hierarchies are ODP (Open Directory Project)4,
Yahoo Directory, Google Directory, or ACM Topic Hierarchy. Ontologies can also be used
for the hierarchy instead of the simple taxonomies and they have strength to express more
diverse relationships of the nodes, compared to simple “is-a” or “has-a” relationships of the
taxonomies.
Examples of this approach include OBIWAN [98], Persona [26], PVA [28], and Smart-
Push [60]. Daoud and others introduced another attempt of ODP-based semantic graph for
matching documents and user models [35] and Semeraro et al. used WordNet for represent-
ing documents [108]. Another interesting example is IntrospectiveView [8] introduced in the
previous section. Even though it focused on the open/visual user models, it also tried to
utilize ontologies in order to categorize the keywords included in the visual user models.
2.4.2 Named-entity based User Modeling
The advanced user modeling methods introduced in the previous section mostly emphasize on
the structure of the user models. Both try to improve the simple keyword-based approaches
by connecting the elements either in the form of networks or hierarchies and eventually
elevate them to the concept or semantic level.
Along with the structure of the user models, we can consider the contents to be stored
in the user models too. In many cases, the contents of the advanced user models are still
the “dictionary words.” They are single dictionary words and mostly stemmed to their
root forms and lose significant capability to deliver meaning morphologically. It is a critical
shortcoming especially for interactive information access systems.
One of the most possible alternatives to the simple keywords is the named-entities (NEs).
They are information units important to recognition like names, including people, organiza-
tions, and location names, and numeric expressions including time, date, money and percent
4http://www.odp.org
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expressions from unstructured text [107].
Even though they are called named-entities and many of them are actual name of people,
location, or things, they are not just names. Rather, they are semantic categories and a
pointer to a real world entity such as city, an organization, a movie, a book, or a historical
event [93]. They are much richer in semantic content than simple vocabulary words and
particularly useful for improving performance for news detection and cross-language retrieval
[68, 80]. Mihalcea [89] discussed the idea of using named-entities for indexing document
content, and they found that the size of the index can be greatly reduced whereas relevant
documents still can be retrieved.
To our knowledge, there has been no attempt to directly incorporate named-entities for
user morel construction. However, name-entities have been successfully adopted by ana-
lytic systems such as [12], where user interaction and feedback plays a key role as in the
personalized information access systems.
In our previous attempt [3], we were able to construct named-entity based pseudo-faceted
search system and could provide better information access method compared to the base-
line information retrieval system. Therefore, we can expect named-entities as high quality
semantic representation methods and can use them for enhancing the user model represen-
tation.
In Chapter 3, the named-entity extraction method, an example named-entity extraction,
and the usage of the named-entities in the user modeling for Adaptive VIBE are introduced.
2.4.3 Concept-based Document Modeling
LSI (Latent Semantic Indexing) [39] tried overcome the simple keyword-based document
modeling approaches by extracting concepts from the target documents. In the keyword-
based document modeling, the document spaces are represented as term (keyword)-document
matrices. Usually the dimensionality of these matrices are quite large, because each dimen-
sion represent each keyword.
LSI decomposes these matrices using the linear algebra technique called SVD (Singu-
lar Value Decomposition) and reduces the term space. The resulting reduced term space
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becomes a concept space.
Hofmann [55] introduced a probabilistic version of LSI, called PLSI (Probabilistic Latent
Semantic Indexing). LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) [15] is another probabilistic approach
for discovering semantic meaning from the textual resources, but it focuses on extracting
topics. Even though there is a view [87] that these approaches are still relying on the bag
of words assumption, it is also clear that they can be differentiated from the traditional
keyword-based bag of words and have advantages to discover more meanings than mere
keywords.
2.4.4 Language Model-based Information Retrieval Approaches
Due to the recent popularity of the probabilistic language modeling in the field of infor-
mation retrieval [96], various approaches belonging to this family attempted more semantic
approaches beyond the simple keyword-based models. It is not possible to cover the entire
field, so some of the examples are briefly introduced in this section.
Language models calculates the probability to generate a query given a document, P (q|D)
and it is decomposed to the product of the probability of each keyword. The simplest lan-
guage model exploited the unigram model, which assumes that the probability of observing
each keyword of the document is independent to other keywords, and therefore equivalent
to the bag of word assumption.
Gao et al. [43] tried to relax this unrealistic assumption by proposing a bigram model
which word dependencies were not restricted to adjacent words and only considered the
strongest word dependencies.
Cao, et al. [23] introduced another approach for relaxing the unigram or term inde-
pendence assumption. This study focused on the use of manually built information source,
WordNet, in order to avoid the noise inherent in the automatic word co-occurrence analysis
approaches. Also, this thesaurus approach had another advantage, that is, it could uncover
some relationships among terms, which was hardly discovered by automatic approaches.
Metzler and Croft [86] connected the InQuery inference network [22] and language mod-
eling approach in order to extend the structured query framework of InQuery. InQuery relied
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on Bayesian networks for the structure queries, which could express the proximity of query
terms (mostly phrases) and could combine the terms or phrases related to each other such
as synonymous terms. Because the structural representation is on the query side, this model
cannot produce automatic combination of the keywords or phrases. However, it surely is a
good example to represent the connected keywords or phrases in the Bayesian networks and
support the semantics among them.
2.5 PRELIMINARY STUDIES
The main goal of this study is provide an adaptive visualization method that can help users to
explore the search space without losing the context. Therefore, it combines the three worlds
– visualization/HCI, personalization, and information retrieval – in order to maximize the
user control in the personalized information exploration environment.
This section introduces two preliminary studies in the same context. They aim to provide
interactive user models in the form of “open and editable user model” (YourNews study [4])
and the “query-user model mediation” (TaskSieve study [5]). Even though they lack the
graphical visualization system such as VIBE, they tried to maximize the potential of the text-
based user interfaces in order to implement personalized exploratory search environment.
2.5.1 YourNews Study
YourNews is a content-based news recommender system. In order to sort and filter relevant
news stories relevant to individual user’s interests, it builds user models representing the
interests by observing user interests. The recommendation process is done by comparing the
new incoming news articles and these user models. The user models are comprised of vectors
of keywords and they are open to the users (Figure 12).
They even can edit the contents of the user models with a simple user interface. Figure 13
visually explains how to edit the user model contents. Users can disable the part of the user
model (keywords) or can add a new keyword to it. The change of the user model is reflected
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Figure 12: YourNews system and the “open user model”
to the recommendation results on the fly, so that the users can test and explore the effect of
the control on the recommendation.
The news articles are organized into nine topical tabs and each topic has its own user
model. Along with the topics, different spans of user interests are implemented into two
different types of user models – short-term and long-term user models. Users can freely
switch between different topics or between short-term and long-term interests.
2.5.1.1 Evaluation and Findings A user study was conducted with 10 information
science graduate students. Two topics were chosen from events that occurred between
September 25th, 2006 and October 15th, 2006: “School security (National)” and “Food
contamination (Health).”
The subjects were asked to search for information about these two topics using the
YourNews system and the baseline system, which is a stripped down version of YourNews
with the open user profile feature disabled. They were also asked to save the search outcomes
for the performance analysis. The precision and recall of the ranked-lists generated by
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Figure 13: Open user model and how to edit it
the systems and the users’ final search report were calculated per each system against the
groundtruth information encoded by three independent study coordinators.
However, the experimental system with the open user model showed poorer results com-
pared to the baseline, in terms of both precision and recall, for all tasks. Unlike our expec-
tation, the keyword manipulation of the open user model harmed the performance of the
YourNews system. By comparing the different user model manipulation actions, “removing”
keywords harmed the performance about four times more than “adding” keywords.
2.5.1.2 Lessons Learned The core of YourNews was the editable open user model and
the goal of the study was to prove if it could contribute to improving personalized news
recommendations. The open user model showed short/long term user interests per news
category and let the users freely modify its contents in order to reflect their interests more
precisely.
However, the result of the user study contradicted to our expectations. The editable na-
ture of the open user model caused the decline of the recommendation performance. Overfit-
ting was speculated as the source of this contradiction. That is, the user model was optimized
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too much to the local user interests and lead to the global performance drops.
Despite this problem, the idea of transparent user model was accepted positively. More-
over, more flexible user modeling methods that can avoid the overfitting issue would still be
able to contribute to the system performance. This observation lead to the development of
the systems with alternative user model control methods, TaskSieve and Adaptive VIBE.
2.5.2 TaskSieve Study
In a prototype system called TaskSieve (Figure 14), the contents of the user models were
visible to users and let users mediate between different methods for mixing the effects of
the user query and the user model. Users could select one of three ranking methods that
consider: (1) query only, (2) user model only, and (3) query and user model at the same
time with equal weights. They could mediate among these three settings using a simple
tab-based interface, sensing how their query or the user models contributed to generating
different search results.
TaskSieve originally aimed at supporting information analysts rather than everyday
users, so it has a special tool called a “shoebox” or a “notebook”, which is a core com-
ponent for information analysis and foraging [94]. In the shoebox, users are able to save
short text fragments they consider to be containing important information while they are
conducting the search tasks. Therefore, the system can naturally observe the content of the
information in the shoebox and then estimate the interest or the context of the user’s search
task.
The user model in TaskSieve is called as a task model, which means a “user model for a
specific task.” Therefore, it does not represent users’ general interests or their characteristics
but it contains information about the task the user is trying to solve for a special session of
information retrieval. It contains such information as “the name of a governor where a train
accident occurred in Austria”, which is a specific task, rather than whether the current user
is a sports fan or a student studying information science.
When the task model is constructed, it is used for re-ranking the initial search result. By
default, the system gives same weights to the query and the task model (50 to 50). However,
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it allows users to select different weights clicking on one of three tabs. Therefore, the users
can get personalized search results (list of documents that are re-ordered by the re-ranking
process) that better reflects their interests in terms of their tasks to be solved rather than the
non-personalized and non-contextual document lists (before re-ranking) with higher control
over the personalization algorithm.
TaskSieve displays the user model and user query information in the document summaries
too. The document summaries of TaskSieve are called as Task-Infused Snippets (Figure 15).
Traditional search engines use a mechanism called KWIC (Keyword-in-context) [78] that
highlights the user query terms and shows surrounding sentence fragments around them in
order to represent the context where the query terms appeared. Task-infused snippets infuse
the task model information into these KWIC style document surrogates. It highlights the
task model terms as well as the query terms in different colors. Moreover, the sentences to be
displayed in the task-infused snippets are selected adaptively, considering the user-selected
task model weights. That is, if the user puts more weights on the task model side, the
snippets show sentenced that are more similar to the task models.
2.5.2.1 Evaluations and Findings To assess the value of TaskSieve’s task modeling
and the query/task model mediation features, a user study was conducted using a full-fledged
version of TaskSieve as the experimental system and a normal search system as a baseline.
The TDT4 (Topic Detection and Tracking Phase 4)5 news corpus that was expanded by
He and others [50] was used as a test dataset. It was adapted to the intelligence analysis
program called GALE (Global Autonomous Language Exploitation)6 supported by DARPA.
Ten subjects recruited from the School of Information Sciences at the University of Pitts-
burgh participated in the experiment. To ensure they best fit the profile of an information
analyst, participants were required to be native English speakers and have been graduate
students trained in search (i.e. a graduate course in information retrieval.)
The evaluation metrics used in the study included system performance and user perfor-
mance measures, which were based on document and passage level precision and the usability
5http://projects.ldc.upenn.edu/TDT
6http://www.darpa.mil/ipto/programs/gale/gale.asp
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Figure 14: TaskSieve interface
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Figure 15: Task-infused snippet example
measures regarding the systems’ support in task-based exploration processes, especially those
examining the interactions between the users and the systems.
The results showed that TaskSieve was better providing high precision ranked lists and
guiding users to open relevant documents. However, unlike these two system performance
measures, the user performance measure which was the average precision of the final product
of the study – notes taken by the subjects – did not show any difference between TaskSieve
and the baseline system.
The source of this discrepancy was analyzed as users’ ability to filter out irrelevant
information provided by the baseline system. That is, even though the baseline system
made more errors than TaskSieve, users could discard those errors and improve the average
precision to the level of TaskSieve. An evidence of this analysis is the user productivity. High
quality (precision) user notes of the TaskSieve outnumbered those of the baseline system.
The users of TaskSieve could produce more high quality products than the users of the
baseline.
2.5.2.2 Lessons Learned TaskSieve introduced an interface that could mediate between
the user query and the user model. It used a tab-based user interface to control the impor-
tance of the two components for retrieving personalized search results. This mediation was
also applied to the document snippets, using different color highlights for the keywords either
from the query or from the user model. Users could know which component – their queries
or user models – contributed which part of the retrieved results and then could control their
effects on the search results.
The user study revealed that the TaskSieve system could provide users with more precise
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results than the baseline search engine. Even though the average precision of the users’ final
annotations was not able to beat that of the baseline, it was shown that the TaskSieve users
could collect more high precision notes than the baseline.
The success of TaskSieve encouraged us to move forward to the stronger user interface
that would give higher control and more flexibility to the users. Therefore, in this disser-
tation, we present the interactive visualization-based adaptive information access method,
Adaptive VIBE.
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3.0 THE ADAPTIVE VIBE TECHNOLOGY
This chapter introduces our novel adaptive visualization method, Adaptive VIBE. The
concept of the adaptivity of Adaptive VIBE and the implementation details are also pre-
sented.
The two preliminary studies introduced in the previous chapter, YourNews (Section 2.5.1)
and TaskSieve (Section 2.5.2) share the same goal – to provide a personalized environment
that the users can understand the mechanism of the system and flexibly explore and control
it using an advanced user interface. They tried to combine the two different approaches:
personalized search and exploratory search, which are focusing on the personalization algo-
rithms or the user interfaces respectively.
YourNews attempted to show the contents of user model visually and let users edit them
in order to improve the quality of the news recommendation. In TaskSieve, the users were
provided with open user model again but a different method was used for allowing them to
control the personalization process. This time, they were able to change the importance of
the two core element of the personalized search: user query and user model.
Both studies showed the potential and the limitations of the ideas and we decided to
move forward to this stream of idea. Adaptive VIBE is the next step of the personalized
information access methodology that combines the algorithm and the user interface. Even
though the previous approaches – YourNews and TaskSieve – exploited visual and interactive
user interfaces, they were based on the rather older paradigms.
1. Text-based user interface – Even though the help of the Web technology that support
the full potential of texts, they still cannot match the expressive power of graphical
means.
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2. Ranked-lists – Both use ranked-lists in order to present the recommendation and search
results. The ranked-lists are just one-dimensional (rank) and easy to understand. How-
ever, this limited dimensionality lacks the applicability of the exploration techniques.
Adaptive VIBE aimed to overcome these limitations by extending a relevance-based
spatial visualization algorithm called VIBE (Section 3.1). It separated the user query and
the user model visually in the VIBE visualization, so that the users should be able to flexibly
explore the search space and benefit from the personalization more easily. Adaptive VIBE
was implemented as a Java applet and was integrated into a Web-based personalized search
framework. The details of the Adaptive VIBE system is described in Section 3.2.
At the same time, the extension of the old keyword-based user models was done using
named-entities (NEs), which are more semantic elements compared to the keywords. The
NE-based user modeling process for the Adaptive VIBE system can be found in Section 3.2.3.
3.1 THE IDEA
Adaptive VIBE is based on the traditional VIBE (Visual Information Browsing Environment)
visualization algorithm devised by Olsen et al [91]. VIBE is a reference point-based spatial
visualization. That is, it shows the objects according to their similarities to special reference
points, called POIs (Point of Interest). Usually, POIs represent specific concepts that are
meaningful in the search space.
Adaptive VIBE is an extension of the original VIBE and added the personalization
feature to it. Therefore, it is essential to understand the original VIBE algorithm first and
then we can explain how Adaptive VIBE was constructed. At the end of this section, we try
to compare TaskSieve and Adaptive VIBE, so that we can compare the differences between
them and to contrast advantages of the new Adaptive VIBE approach.
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3.1.1 The Original VIBE
VIBE (Visual Information Browsing Environment) [91] is a reference point-based information
visualization technique. The reference points are called POI (Point of Interest) and the
objects to be visualized are placed on the screen according to the similarity ratios to the
POI. The main idea is that if a document is more similar to POI Pa than POI Pb, then
it is placed closer to Pa than Pb, and the closeness is determined by the document to POI
similarity ratio.
For example, if a document has similarities of 0.3 and 0.6 to POI Pa and Pb respectively,
the similarity ratio to these two POIs is 1:2 and the document is placed one-third of the way
from Pb on the line connecting those two POIs, because it is twice as similar to Pb than Pa.
The detailed algorithm for placing a document among multiple POIs was presented in [91].
Users can drag and move POIs anywhere they want and the document locations are
updated depending on their similarity ratios to the POIs. That is, they can see that the
similar documents are following the movement of the POIs. The more similar the documents
are, the further they follow the POIs. Therefore, they can easily discover which documents
are more similar to a certain POI by their locations and can also learn the degree of similarity
by the documents’ degree of movements.
Another advantage of VIBE (including other visualization approaches) is that it can
represent much more documents than the ranked-lists. In contrast to the ranked lists that
usually show only 10 to 20 documents per page and to the fact that users mostly navigate
within first 2 or 3 pages, VIBE has the capability to show hundreds of documents at the
same time on a single screen, even without scrolling. Figure 16 is a screenshot of the original
VIBE implementation.
3.1.2 Our Approach – Adding Adaptivity
The idea to make the basic VIBE framework adaptive is simple – by adding the user model
POIs in addition to the query POIs and then visually discriminate those two groups using
special layouts. The queries and user models are core components generally found in person-
alized information retrieval systems. Usually, text-based information retrieval systems let
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Figure 16: The original VIBE implementation in [91]
users type in their query terms and display the retrieved lists in a ranked list. The query
terms are highlighted in the summaries accompanied with the document titles or hyper-
links. The main concern of the preliminary studies (YourNews and TaskSieve) were how to
represent the user model and the queries and what is the best method to control them.
Adaptive VIBE provides a method that represents the user model and the user queries
in a single visualization plane and separates them spatially. It defines the user model and
the query as POIs, and the retrieved documents as the objects to be allocated according to
the similarities to the POIs. It adds the adaptivity to the traditional VIBE visualization by
restructuring it. By separating the user queries and the user model spatially, it can separate
the target documents spatially too. The documents more similar to the user model will be
located closer to the user model POIs and the ones more similar to the queries will be located
to the query POIs.
Figure 17 is an example of Adaptive VIBE visualization. In this example, a query
“NUCLEAR WEAPON” was provided by a user and by tracking his interest, a user model
containing the terms “KOREA”, “JAPAN”, “NORTH”, “TORNADO”, and “SHELL” was
constructed. Two components – the query and the user model – were displayed as POIs
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Figure 17: Adaptive VIBE visualization
(discs) and the retrieved documents by the personalized search engine were displayed as
small squares. The query and user model POIs were separated in the space and were painted
in different colors. The query POIs were displayed in red colors on the left hand side and
the user model POIs were displayed in green colors on the right hand side. This separation
was provided to make the visualization adaptive.
The user query and the user model terms played the key role to retrieve the documents
from the entire corpus. The distribution of the documents within them is easily visible
by examining their spatial proximity to those POIs separated into two groups. There are
some documents probably describing general “nuclear weapon” issues but we can also notice
that some articles may be focusing on a very specific event about “North Korean nuclear
weapons” by examining the locations of the documents around the “KOREA” POI.
This example clearly shows the advantage of the Adaptive VIBE framework. It can
add context to the traditional information retrieval visualization. Non-adaptive information
retrieval systems or information visualization systems cannot distinguish the current context
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Figure 18: Classic (a) and Adaptive ((b) and (c)) VIBE visualization
of the search task – North Korean nuclear weapon development program – from the general
topic. Without the context about the user interest, the system might have mixed other
nuclear weapons issues (e.g. the Iranian nuclear weapon) and the current user’s interest.
With the information in the user model, it could filter out the irrelevant documents and
display more clearly the relevant documents that are closer to the user interests.
In Adaptive VIBE, this advantage was achieved by incorporating user models as POIs
and separating it into a different group of POIs. Traditional VIBE systems usually placed
the POIs equivalently in a circle. However, by spatially separating two POIs groups as in
the previous example, we could also expect the separation of documents according to their
contexts. Therefore, we added two more layouts to the circular layout of POIs, named as
Hemisphere and Parallel. They are compared in Figure 18.
The layout used in Figure 17 is called Hemisphere (Figure 18 (b)). It splits the basic
circular layout into two hemispheres and places two POI groups on those two hemispheres
separately. The Parallel layout maximizes the separation of two groups by placing the POIs
in two parallel columns as in Figure 18 (c).
Unlike the classic VIBE (Figure 18 (a)), which does not separate the spatial positions of
these two groups of POIs, the Adaptive VIBE layouts separate them horizontally (left and
right, or yellow and blue in the figure above). Eventually, the document space is separated
according to whether they are more similar to queries or user models.
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Compared to the previous approach used in the TaskSieve study, this method can provide
much more information and user control. Users can easily understand the relatedness of large
number of documents to the queries or to the user models visually and interactively, so that
they can efficiently find out relevant documents. At the same time, they can save more time
and effort than using ranked-lists, because they do not have to explore deeply down to lower
rank pages.
3.2 THE IMPLEMENTATION
3.2.1 Overview
Figure 19 shows a screenshot of the implementation of the Adaptive VIBE system. The
Adaptive VIBE visualization itself was implemented as a Java applet and occupies the largest
space within the system, so that it can display as many documents as possible and allow
users to explore and analyze them.
The user begins the initial search by entering freely their search terms according to
their tasks to be accomplished. Initially, it is identical to the conventional non-personalized
searching, but after they start collecting relevant passages from the documents snippets or
from the fulltexts, they can save them to a special area called “Task Model Notes”, which is
an implementation of the shoe-box in the sense-making processes by [94]. The task model
is instantly built by analyzing the contents of the Task Model Notes and then displayed to
the users in the visualization as well as in the term-cloud format.
As can be assumed from the word “Task”, the searching and reranking by the person-
alization part identical with TaskSieve. In fact, Adaptive VIBE was integrated into the
TaskSieve framework replacing the ranked-lists with the Adaptive VIBE visualization. The
difference in terms of implementation of Adaptive VIBE from TaskSieve is as follows.
1. The HTML-based Ranked-lists were replaced by Adaptive VIBE Java applet. It means
the list of documents are presented as squares in the visualization. The document sum-
maries included in the lists are displayed using a different mechanism within the visual-
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Figure 19: Adaptive VIBE prototype implementation
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ization.
2. Users can open the full-text from the visualization.
3. A list of documents can still be displayed in a separate panel, but they are activated
from the visualization.
4. User model was extended to use named-entities as more conceptual elements than the
conventional keywords. This extension is explained in Section 3.2.3.
The user can manipulate the visualization, interact with it, and then select one or mul-
tiple documents that may contain relevant information they are seeking for. The document
list is shown in the box below again so that the user could do the next iteration of searching
by annotating/saving newly found relevant passages. The existence of this textual document
list is important because users do not want want to use graphical representations alone for
navigation [70, 72].
When the contents of the user model is updated by accumulating the relevant passages
to the Task Model Notes box (shoebox), the user model can be updated with a new set of
user model POIs. This can be done automatically whenever the user model contents change
or manually by clicking on a button. As in TaskSieve, the user can decide the importance of
the user model to her/his own query by clicking on a tab among “Relevant to Query, Both,
or Task Model.”
Figure 20 illustrates the process described so far. Basically, user query and user model
(except the first round where the user model is empty) works together to retrieve candidate
documents. Adaptive VIBE visualizes the documents with the query and the user model
information on the same space (but separated spatially) and let the user find out relevant
documents. Users are expected to sort out relevant documents more easily and efficiently,
and then extract the required information from the documents in order to store them into
the shoebox. The change in the shoebox is reflected to the user model on the fly, which
returns a new set of documents to be analyzed for the next iteration.
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Figure 20: Adaptive VIBE – system flow
3.2.2 User Modeling in Adaptive VIBE
The process how the user model is created in the Adaptive VIBE framework was described
in the previous section. User annotates text fragments from retrieved documents into the
notebook. From the notebook, important keywords are selected and the user models are
updated on the fly.
Adaptive VIBE was integrated into TaskSieve and it shares the user model keyword
selection process. The keyword selection from the notebook utilizes a variation of the classic
term frequency (TF). We assumed that the keywords appearing frequently in the notebook
were more important than the less frequent keywords. Therefore, we defined a note frequency
(NF) as follows.
NF =
|note|∑
i
TFnotei (3.1)
All keywords included in the notebook were sorted by their NF scores and the top
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N = 300 keywords were selected to be used in the user models. The selected keywords built
the user models. The user model was used in two ways: (1) to filter and rerank the initial
search results and (2) to be displayed to the users (open user model).
As can be seen in Figure 19 (upper right hand side box), the open user model shows the
top N highly frequent keywords in the notebook. The most frequent keywords are painted in
bigger and bolder fonts. Unlike YourNews (Section 2.5.1), users cannot disable or manually
add keywords.
Along with this cloud-format open user model, Adaptive VIBE displays the user model
contents as POIs in the VIBE visualization, which is the core idea of Adaptive VIBE. Users
can distinguish the user model POIs from the query POIs by their locations in the Adaptive
VIBE layouts (Hemisphere and Parallel) or by different color coding (blue as user model
POIs and yellow as query POIs).
Users can organize the user model POIs using the feature called “POI Dock,” where they
can temporarily disable the POIs. Please see Section: 3.2.4.2 for the details of the POI Dock
feature.
3.2.3 Named-entity Based User Modeling
The second proposal of this study is to extend the keyword-based user models. As discussed
earlier, keyword-based user modeling lacks semantics. In order to overcome this limitation,
we decided to adopt named-entities as conceptual user model components. The expected
benefits of the named-entities can be summarized as follows.
1. Overcome the term dependency problem – pure keywords in the user models are
considered independent from each other and it is evidently an unnatural assumption.
Some named-entities are represented as phrase forms where dependent words are bundled
together.
2. Overcome the stemming effect – Porter or Krovetz stemming algorithms are powerful
when they are used solely for systems, as in the indices of information retrieval systems.
However, if they are revealed to users in the interactive information access systems, subtle
meanings can be lost due to the effect of stemming. For example, users may need to
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distinguish “Russia” and “Russian” for certain tasks, but the stemmers normalize them
equally to “Russia.” Named-entities can clearly discriminate the former as a name of a
country and the latter as people.
3. Recover number-based concepts – usually, information retrieval systems drops num-
bers in the texts during the indexing stage because they are considered not to contain
important meanings. Even though the numbers are included in the indices, it is very
hard to understand if they mean count, day, or time. Named-entities can detect the
numbers conceptually and solve this limitations.
4. Understand the cross-references among concepts – the named-entity extractor
used in this study can generate the cross-references among entities, which are rich with
semantic information by themselves. One example of this cross-reference information is
“Barack Obama”, who can be referred differently. He can be called as “Barack Obama,”
“Obama,” “Mr. Obama,” “He,” “The president,” “Mr. President,” etc. The entity
extractor we used can capture this difference and give us a unique identifier for this
person, or an entity.
5. Categorize by the entities types – the extractor could annotate each named-entity
as PERSON, LOCATION, ORGANIZATION, DATE, TIME, etc.
3.2.3.1 Named-entity Extraction A named-entity extractor developed by our project
partner at IBM was used for this project [41]. It is based on a statistical maximum-entropy
model, which recognizes 32 types of named, nominal and pronominal entities (such as
PERSON, ORGANIZATION, FACILITY, LOCATION, OCCUPATION, etc), and 13 types of events
(such as EVENT VIOLENCE, EVENT COMMUNICATION, etc). Figure 21 shows an example of the
named-entities extracted from a document.
The tagger uses a large inventory of features to perform the entity detection, including
part-of-speech tag, text chunk, WordNet, and syntactic structure information. Addition-
ally, it also performs co-reference resolution for the identified entities, linking pronominal
and nominal instances with their named antecedents (if they have one) and identifies and
classifies relations between the discovered entities. This co-reference information could be
used for name disambiguation. For example, the name “ski lovers” and “who” (line 7
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Figure 21: Named-entity annotation
and 8) in Figure 21 were annotated as a same entity. “Who” is a relative pronoun that
refers to the “ski lovers.” This information was annotated using the same entity ID
(ZBN20001113.0400.0019-E75 in the 8th column) in this single document.
It also supported the entity reference across multiple documents, which was annotated as
“XDC” (meaning cross-document) in the same column. Therefore, XDC:Cntry:United Kingdom
(line 5) could be treated as a unique entity regardless of its form (“United Kingdom,” “UK,”
or “She”) across documents. Another example is the person name “judith miller” which
appeared three times in Figure 21 (line 13 to 15) with three different forms: “Miller”,
“Miller 456”, and “he” (last two columns). We could disambiguate that these three in-
stances refer to an identical person and treated them as a unique entity. Finally, document
number, entity ID, and their frequencies were stored in the database after the disambiguation
process, so that we could use them for constructing the concept-based user models.
3.2.3.2 User Model Construction We applied the same mechanism used for con-
structing the keyword-based user models. They relied on the user annotations and tried to
extract most meaningful keywords from the user notes. Just like this approach, we could
extract the meaningful named-entities from the notes.
As shown in Figure 21, every document used in the experiment was annotated with
the named-entity extractor and the extracted entities were stored into the database. By
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Figure 22: Named-entity based user model and visualization
observing the user action that stores a specific note from the documents, the system can
search the database and which entities are included in the note. After analyzing the en-
tity weights using the NF (Note Frequency) scores (Equation 3.1), the system could list
meaningful named-entities just like in the keyword-based user model.
We placed the named-entity based user model in the textual format at the same location
with the keyword-based user model and let the users switch between two models using a
simple tab-based interface. They could compare and examine the contents of those two user
models. At the same time, the VIBE visualization showed the named-entity user model as
POIs too. They were displayed next to the keyword-based user model POIs, but painted in
different color, so that users could distinguish them quickly in the visualization (Figure 22).
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Figure 23: Dynamic POI movement. According to the movement of POI “HALLIBURTON,”
some documents show smooth and dynamic movements (for example, the arrow marked
square), whereas another ones remain static.
3.2.4 Interactive Features
Along with the core functionality of Adaptive VIBE, we added more features that can em-
power the adaptive visualization in the Adaptive VIBE environment.
3.2.4.1 Dynamic Movement of Documents Following POIs Even though the orig-
inal VIBE supported moving POIs by mouse dragging, it could not show the in-between steps
of the movements. It just could show them jump from the starting point to the finish point
of a movement. Consequently, the document locations were not updated dynamically1.
In our Adaptive VIBE implementation, the POIs could be dragged naturally, so that
the users should be able to observe the dynamic movements of POIs (and the following
documents). They did not just see the POIs and the documents jumping from one position
to another. They could observe the in-between animating movements of the objects and
could more clearly understand the similarity relationships among the objects. Figure 23
illustrates the dynamic movements of POIs supported by our VIBE implementation.
1VIBE implementation Version 3.5 (built in September 1997)
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Figure 24: Adaptive VIBE features – POI Dock
3.2.4.2 POI Dock for Visual User Model Manipulation Sometimes, POIs need
to be disabled for various reasons. Therefore, users can move the POIs to a special area
called “POI Dock,” so that the POIs locked in the dock are disabled and make no effect on
the visualization. It can be re-enabled by dragging out from the dock by the users. This
POI-docking feature has several advantages.
First, users can have control over the user model POIs recommended automatically by
the system. That is, it is almost equivalent to editing the contents of the user models. Even
though the system tries to estimate best user model elements to represent user interest, it
cam sometimes make errors which may lead to the inaccuracy of the personalized output.
This feature can allow users to fix the errors themselves.
Second advantage comes from the characteristics of user models that can be defined
separately according to the topics or the time range they cover [44]. However, the current
design of TaskSieve assumes one single task per each session and supports just one user
model. Even though one big task can be sub-divided into several sub-tasks, it is an overkill
to define multiple user models for each of them. At the same time, because the sub-tasks are
correlated to each other under the hood of the parent task, it is not an appropriate approach
to simply divide them. Therefore, instead of defining multiple user models, users can use the
POI dock feature so that they can disable some POIs that are not relevant to the current
sub-task but were relevant to another sub-tasks.
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Figure 25: Adaptive VIBE features – Similarity Overlay Disc. Users can find relevant
documents from a specific POI (above), or can find similar POIs from a specific document
(below)
3.2.4.3 Similarity Overlay Disc The basic VIBE algorithm places documents closer
to the related POIs and can help users understand the POI-document relatedness. When it
is unclear, they can move a POI and observe the documents following the POI. The more
the documents follow, the more they are related to the POI. However, users may want to
get that information while they keep the positions of the POIs. At the same time, they
may need to know the inverse relationship. That is, to find out more related POIs from a
specific document. Figure 25 shows a feature supporting this need. In the example above,
the user moves the mouse cursor over the POI “DIVE” and the red-to-blue spectrum colored
discs are overlaid on top of the related documents. The size of the disks is proportional to
the relatedness too. The example below shows the reverse usage – finding POIs from a
document.
3.2.4.4 Document Filter Because the goal of Adaptive VIBE is to overcome the lim-
itation of the ranked list that can show efficiently just 10-20 documents on the screen, it
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Figure 26: Adaptive VIBE features – Document Filter
displays hundreds of documents at the same time on the screen. Even though it increases
the probability to recover useful information, it can sometimes produce a severe clutter on
a small area of the visualization too. Therefore, we provided a simple mechanism to hide
documents by adjusting the lower and the upper thresholds of POI to document similarities.
A double slider widget was used for this purpose (Figure 26). It lets users decide the simi-
larity range of documents to be displayed for a specific POI. For example, users can set the
range as 0.5∼1.0 for a POI “DISASTER” in order to display only the documents that are
very similar to the keyword or concept “DISASTER.”
3.2.4.5 Marquee Selection In our pilot study (will be discussed in Section 4.1), we
found that the relevant documents could be found nearer to the user profiles in the visual-
ization. In order to let users easily access the documents using this idea, we added a spatial
marquee tool. In Figure 27 (above), the current user was interested in the documents that
might have information about the “KUSRK” and/or “DISASTER” and decided to exam-
ine the contents of the documents. S/he therefore defined a rectangular region (displayed
dim) and then the documents in that rectangle were automatically selected (squares in red
borders). The selected document list was provided to the user with task infused snippets
(Figure 27 below) . They could also open up a full-text view window by clicking on the
document titles.
3.2.4.6 Visual Relevancy on Document Icons Even though our approach is purely
two-dimensional visualization based, we can still make use of the ranks (or the relevance
scores) of the documents, which were generated using the query and the user models. This
information was added to the Adaptive VIBE visualization in order to provide users with
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Figure 27: Adaptive VIBE features – Document Selector
additional information about the top N documents estimated by the personalization engine.
The blue squares shown in Figure 19 are top 10 documents in the retrieved set, which have
the top 10 relevance scores calculated by the system.
3.3 SUMMARY
In this chapter, we showed the concept and the implementation of our adaptive visualization
approach, Adaptive VIBE. Adaptive VIBE was designed to present the personalized search
results efficiently, by separating the spaces between user queries and their user models.
Therefore, the users can see the adaptive space visibly and they can explore the space and
locate relevant information interactively.
We also introduced the concept-based user model for Adaptive VIBE. It was constructed
using the named-entities, which are much more semantic elements compared to the simple
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keywords. We expect this new user model can better represent user interests and contribute
to improving Adaptive VIBE.
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4.0 PILOT STUDIES
This chapter introduces two pilot studies that were conducted in order to test the feasibility
of the Adaptive VIBE system and named-entity based user modeling. Adaptive VIBE is our
personalized search system that can show the search results using an adaptive visualization
algorithm. We also extended the keyword-based user model of Adaptive VIBE by adopting
named-entities as semantic elements that could express more meanings than simple keywords.
Before starting the user study (Chapter 5 and 6), we were able to conduct offline exper-
iments that did not involve human participants. Instead, we used the log data from our the
previous personalized search study – the TaskSieve study. We used the data to simulate the
visualizations in the Adaptive VIBE and the Adaptive VIBE plus named-entity user model
framework and could see how the visualizations really looked like.
We observed whether and how the relevant and non-relevant documents formed different
clusters in those adaptive visualizations. If the relevant documents are more clearly separated
from the non-relevant documents with the discrimination power of the user models, the
visualizations were regarded as better than those with less discriminations. This assumption
was made in the same context with [38], where the discrimination power of keywords in the
VIBE visualizations was explored. Even though TaskSieve was not a visualization system,
its log data was still valid enough for the simulation because it included the user feedback
and user model information.
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4.1 ADAPTIVE VIBE EXPERIMENT
This study was conducted in order to test the potential of Adaptive VIBE (Section 3.1).
Using the log data extracted from the TaskSieve user study, we could re-generate the visual-
izations from the log data (containing user queries, user model snapshots, and the returned
documents from the system).
Because we also had the groundtruth information for each task, we were able to observe
if the visualization created from this experiment could provide proper information that can
guide the users to relevant documents. The following sections explain the pilot experiment
procedures and discusses its findings.
4.1.1 Procedures
In order to test our adaptive visualization idea, we were able to experiment with the real
user data extracted from the log file of the TaskSieve study. A dataset was constructed using
the log file that contained the following attributes.
• User ID
• Topic ID of the target task
• Query terms
• User model (Top N weighted terms)
• Documents retrieved using the query and the task model (top 100)
• Relevance information about the retrieved documents
That is, we could get every query issued by the real subjects and the retrieved results
from the TaskSieve study and the corresponding important information such as user model
contents at each time frame. We were also able to have the relevance information about
the retrieved documents thanks to the ground-truth information we used in the TaskSieve
experiment. We could re-constructed every snapshot of all users, their queries, and the
retrieval results.
Therefore, with this dataset, we could just replace the ranked lists actually shown to
the subjects in the TaskSieve study with the Adaptive VIBE visualization. Not only we
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Figure 28: Adaptive VIBE experiment using log data of TaskSieve
converted the textual ranked list to two-dimensional visual document representation, but we
also examined the relationship between the spatial representation and the relevancy of each
document.
Figure 28 shows one example of the visualizations we created by this procedure. The
query terms appears in the left column, as yellow circle POIs, “CONVICT PARDON.” The
user model contents when this query was issued were “YEAR”, “POPE”, “ESPIONAGE”,
“PRISON”, and “RUSSIA.” The retrieved documents are displayed in squares. The differ-
ence between the ranked lists and this visualization is: (1) the document arrangement is now
in two-dimensional VIBE visualization and (2) the relevant and non-relevant documents are
marked by green and red colors respectively. Of course, the relevance information was not
visible to the subjects in the TaskSieve.
As seen in the figure, it was very interesting to find that the relevant (green) and non-
relevant (red) documents created clear clusters. We did not try any conventional clustering
methods for this separation. It was made naturally by the query and the user model POIs of
Adaptive VIBE. What was also interesting was that the relevant document clusters (green)
was spatially closer to the user model side than the query side.
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Table 4: Horizontal positions of the cluster centroids (in screen coordinate)
Layout Radial Parallel Hemisphere
Relevant 304.3 300.9 337.7
Non-relevant 283.9 207.96 295.3
Difference 20.4 92.94 42.40
(Relevant–Non-relevant) (p < 0.01) (p < 0.01) (p < 0.01)
4.1.2 Evaluations and Findings
Figure 28 is of course one of the good examples out of 105 visualizations we created. However,
when we examined the whole 105 records, we found statistical evidences that the observation
above is consistent across the entire dataset.
In order to check if the user model effect that attracted the relevant documents and
the separation of the relevant and non-relevant document clusters could be generalized, we
compared the location of the centroid of relevant/non-relevant document clusters and the
separation of the two clusters respectively. Table 4 to Table 6 show the results. In Table 4,
we can confirm that the average distance between two clusters is significantly large, especially
with the Parallel layout.
In Table 5, we compared the variance between clusters in order to examine the separation
between clusters. We compared this score among three layouts and found the Parallel and
Hemisphere layouts that visually/spatially separate the query and the user model showed
bigger separation between the relevant/non-relevant documents compared to the default
Radial layout that did not perform any visual separation between the query and the user
model.
We also compared the within cluster variance (Table 6). This time, the Parallel and the
Hemisphere showed bigger variance again, which suggested the bigger spread of the clusters.
However, this variance was much smaller than the between cluster variance and it proved
not to hurt the separation of the clusters.
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Table 5: Cluster separation (between cluster variances)
Layout Radial Parallel Hemisphere
V ARBC 109,325.05 220,362.31 186,679.57
Difference . 111,037.26 77,354.52
(from Radial) (p < 0.01) (p < 0.01)
Table 6: Cluster dispersion (within cluster variances)
Layout Radial Parallel Hemisphere
V ARWC 12,124.21 16,788.85 15,617.01
Difference . 4,664.64 3,492.79
(from Radial) (p < 0.01) (p < 0.01)
4.2 NAMED-ENTITY BASED ADAPTIVE VIBE EXPERIMENT
In the previous pilot study (Section 4.1), we used the log data from a past study in order to
check how the adaptive visualization idea would look like. The same idea could be applied
to the next question – if named-entity (NE) based user models for adaptive visualization
are effective. We were able to use the same technique and the dataset for this second pilot
experiment.
The difference here was that NEs were added to the previously keyword only user models,
as implemented in Section 3.2.3. Figure 29 shows an example of this experiment. Unlike
the previous experiment (Section 4.1), there existed NEs in the adaptive VIBE user model
such as “russia”, “russian”, and “united states of america.” If they were not NEs
and conventional keyword-based techniques were applied, they would have represented as
“russia, unite, state, america” because of the stemming and stopword-removal.
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Figure 29: Adaptive VIBE based on conceptual user modeling
4.2.1 Procedures
We could examine the quality of the adaptive visualization according to the condition
whether the NEs were used for the user model or not. Moreover, we were able to test
which combinations of keyword+NE made better or worse visualizations.
Because the groundtruth data was still valid for this study and we could detect the
relevant and non-relevant document clusters in the visualizations, we could adopt a clustering
validity measure to calculate the quality of the visualizations. A measure called Davies-
Bouldin Validity Index (DB-index) [36] was used (Equation 4.1). The nominator of the
equation is the average distance within a cluster (cluster compactness) and the denominator
is the distance between clusters (cluster distance). Therefore, it gives smaller number to
better clusterings (compact and mutually distance clusters).
DB =
1
n
n∑
i=1
maxi=j
{
Sn(Qi) + Sn(Qj)
S(Qi, Qj)
}
(4.1)
S(Q) = average distance within a cluster Q
S(Q1, Q2) = distance between two cluster centroids
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Figure 30: Comparisons of different keyword+NE mixtures and resulting adaptive visualiza-
tions
4.2.2 Evaluations and Findings
Figure 30 shows the distribution of DB indices according to different combinations of the
keyword+NE mixtures. Here, kxny means x keywords and y NEs in the user model. For
example, k5n5 represents the user model was comprised of 5 keywords and 5 NEs. The three
lines represent the three Adaptive VIBE layout algorithms.
Overall the Parallel layout showed the best results, which is consistent with the previ-
ous experiment. Among the different mixtures of the best layout, 5 keywords and 5 NEs
(k5n5) showed the best results. Keyword only (k10n0) or NE only (k0n10) showed worse
performance than this half-and-half mixture of keyword and NEs and their differences were
statistically significant. Bigger number of keyword+NE mixtures (k8n8 or k10n10) did not
show any improvements.
We then analyzed which term of the two in the DB-index – cluster compactness and
cluster distance really contributed the performance of the mixtures. Table 7 shows that the
cluster spread was not different between three mixtures that showed differences in terms
of the overall DB-index scores. However, the cluster distances were different among the
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Table 7: Comparing within-cluster spread and between-cluster distance
Layout
Within-cluster spread Between-cluster distance
k5n5 k10n0 k0n10 k5n5 k10n0 k0n10
Radial 87.67 81.25 87.67 55.23 49.94 47.68
Parallel 154.47 152.13 161.44 151.63 138.05 125.31
Hemisphere 110.54 109.50 110.54 82.97 70.76 74.78
mixtures, providing the biggest distance with the best performed mixture, k5n5. This result
suggests that cluster distance contributed the best overall scores. That is, 5 keywords and
5 NEs in the visual user models could well separate the relevant and non-relevant clusters
and produced the best resulting visualizations.
Table 8 compares the horizontal positions of the relevant and non-relevant cluster cen-
troids. It shows that the centroids of the relevant document clusters were always bigger than
Table 8: Comparing horizontal positions of cluster centroids (in pixels)
Keyword/NE Mixture Clusters Radial Parallel Hemisphere
k10n0
Relevant 313.58 318.56 350.35
Non-relevant 302.99 188.19 304.74
Distance 10.59∗ 130.37∗ 45.61∗
k5n5
Relevant 315.73 332.02 361.77
Non-relevant 301.46 192.71 308.44
Distance 14.27∗ 139.31∗ 53.33∗
k0n10
Relevant 300.68 269.44 328.31
Non-relevant 294.71 161.63 291.77
Distance 5.96∗∗ 107.80∗ 36.54∗
(∗p < 0.01, ∗∗p = 0.038)
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those of the non-relevant documents. Because the user models were placed on the right-hand
side of the visualization, this suggests that the relevant documents were attracted by the
user models. This result is consistent with the previous experiment.
4.3 SUMMARY
Before starting the user study on the effectiveness of Adaptive VIBE and the named-entity
(NE) based user modeling for adaptive visualization, we conducted two experiments using
the log data from our previous personalized search study. From the results, we could confirm
the potential of both approaches.
1. The proposed Adaptive VIBE algorithm could separate the relevant documents in the
search space from the non-relevant information.
2. The relevant documents were placed closer to the user models, which can be used as a
clue for the users to locate relevant information more easily.
3. The NE-based user models outperformed the keyword only user models for Adaptive
VIBE, when they were mixed with keywords.
Please refer to [1, 2] for detailed information about the study procedure and result
analysis.
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5.0 USER STUDY DESIGN
The Adaptive VIBE system implementation in Chapter 3 was validated using the offline-
experiment methodology. The results shows potential of the Adaptive VIBE visualization
and the concept-based user modeling (Chapter 4). Encouraged by the successful outcomes
of the two pilot studies, a user study was conducted in order for deeper understanding. This
chapter presents the methodology and the procedure of the user study. A formal definition
of research questions and the hypotheses are provided too.
5.1 HYPOTHESIS
There are two main research questions in this study. First is whether the adaptive visualization-
based information retrieval framework could help users to achieve better results than the
textual ranked-list based systems. Second is whether the incorporation of semantic features
into the user model would be able to help users to achieve better results, especially in the
adaptive visualization setting.
Therefore, two broad hypotheses were defined in order to answer the questions.
H1: The adaptive visualization-based information retrieval framework will produce better
results than a text-based personalized information retrieval systems, which is the baseline.
H2: The named-entity based user model of the adaptive visual search system will help users
produce better results than the keyword-only user models.
The first hypothesis was to test the Adaptive VIBE system by comparing it with a
baseline personalized search system. The Adaptive VIBE implementation (integrated into
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TaskSieve framework) introduced in Chapter 3 was the experimental system. The original
TaskSieve system with ranked-lists and the keyword-based user model was the baseline.
We could compare the systems in terms of two aspects: the system performance and the
user performance.
System performance is the ability of a system to provide relevant information to the
users. It can be measured by observing the outputs of each system (ranked lists or
visualization).
User performance is the ability of a user to locate relevant information with the help of
each system.
The former is identical with usual performance measures for information retrieval or
recommender systems. The latter is not to measure users’ own ability originated from their
personal differences. Rather, it tries to measure the combined performance of the users and
the systems. If a system provides good results and a user can fully exploit them during
the interaction with the system, the user performance is regarded high. This perspective is
important in order to measure the performance of exploratory systems.
Performance The “performance” here is broadly defined as a system’s ability to support the
personalized search systems. We used two groups of measures to probe the performance
of each system: (1) precision and (2) diversity.
Precision The precision here is identical to the usual precision, the ratio of relevant docu-
ments out of the retrieved documents.
Diversity The concept of diversity is similar to the recall, a popular measure in the informa-
tion retrieval community – how many relevant items in the corpus were found. However,
we did not call it recall because the specific definitions were different from the formal
recall. Each measures are introduced in the corresponding sections of the study results
chapter.
Therefore, the first hypothesis was divided into the following two sub-hypotheses.
H1-1: The Adaptive VIBE (experimental) system will show the better system performance
than TaskSieve (baseline), in terms of precision and diversity.
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Table 9: Experiment conditions
Condition 1 Condition 2 Condition 3
TaskSieve – baseline TaskSieve TaskSieve
+ Adaptive VIBE + Adaptive VIBE
+ Entity-based user model
H1-2: The Adaptive VIBE will guide the users better in terms of the user performance than
TaskSieve, in terms of precision and diversity.
The proposed named-entity (NE) based user model in the second hypothesis was im-
plemented in the same framework on top of the Adaptive VIBE system, which was the
experimental system in the first hypothesis. The Adaptive VIBE + NE-based user model
was defined as the second experimental system (section 3.2.3) and it was compared with
Adaptive VIBE with no named-entity support.
The same group of measures were used in order to test the second hypothesis. However,
the baseline and the experimental systems are different this time.
H2-1: The Adaptive VIBE system plus named-entity based user models (Adaptive VIBE+NE,
experimental) will show the better system performance than the keyword-based Advise
VIBE (baseline) system, in terms of precision and diversity.
H2-2: The Adaptive VIBE+NE system will guide the users better in terms of the user
performance than the keyword-based Advise VIBE system, in terms of precision and
diversity.
Table 9 summarizes the experimental designed using three conditions. By comparing
Condition 1 and Condition 2, the first hypothesis was tested, and by comparing Condition 2
and Condition 3, the second hypothesis was tested. In the next sections, data collection,
study process, and the measures for testing the hypotheses are described.
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5.2 DATA COLLECTION
5.2.1 Text Corpus
TaskSieve and the two experimental systems (Adaptive VIBE and Adaptive VIBE+NE)
were all designed by the task-based information exploration concept in mind. Therefore,
this study could reuse the resources used in the previous studies (i.e. TaskSieve study)
without changing much: the text corpus, search tasks, and the groundtruth information for
measuring the performances.
As described in section 2.5.2 already, the document collection used in the experiment
was an expanded TDT4 English test corpus, in which there were 28,390 English documents
published between October 2000 to January 2001 [50]. The original TDT4 test collection was
expanded in order to resemble the tasks performed by intelligence analysts. 18 of the original
TDT4 topics were enriched into so-called GALE topics and human annotators constructed
the groundtruth information per each topic. Each GALE topic contained an overarching
task theme and up to 10 different but related sub-tasks. The search outcomes of these topics
were a group of selected useful passages that could be used to answer the questions raised
in the tasks/subtasks [5].
From this text corpus, three test topics were selected to be used in the user study. The
next section describes the procedure and method for selecting the topics.
5.2.2 Topics
As described above, there were 18 topics in the expanded TDT4 collection. Even though they
were generated carefully, there existed deviations among the topics in terms of difficulties.
In one of our previous studies that used this corpus, we found topic differences that affected
the results [3]. We wanted to select equivalent topics that are comparable with each other
in this study.
In order to compare the difficulties of the topics objectively, we devised a measure by
considering the distribution of groundtruth information in the corpus. In some topics, the
answers are concentrated in a small number of documents whereas the answers are dispersed
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Table 10: Distribution of relevant information among topics
Topic 40009 40048 40021
Complexitytopic 71.46 64.12 73.98
across a lot of documents in other topics. The former case would be relatively easier because
users would not have to explore the search space a lot.
Therefore, we defined the standard deviation of relevant passage count per document as
a pseudo topic complexity measure (Eq. 5.1).
Complexitytopic = SDrelevant passage per document =
√√√√ 1
|Docrel|
|Docrel|∑
i=1
(|Passagerel| − µ))2
(5.1)
The complexity was calculated for each topic and three topics whose standard deviations
were almost equivalent were selected as the study topics. The three topics and their scores
are shown in Appendix C and Table 10 respectively.
5.2.3 Participants
5.2.3.1 Power Analysis Thirty three participants were recruited from the University
of Pittsburgh and Carnegie Mellon University1. In order to decide the sample size, power
analysis [33] for analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted. The analysis allows to de-
termine the sample size required to detect an effect of a given size with a given degree of
confidence. Because three conditions were defined in the study design, ANOVA was selected
among the various set of statistical methods.
According to the analysis, the sample sizes required to detect medium (f = 0.25) or
large (f = 0.4) effects were N = 53 or 22 respectively, for k = 3 groups (conditions), with
1The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at University of Pittsburgh and consent
forms were collected from all participants.
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Table 11: Demographic information of the participants
Category Statistics
Age Max=48 Min=19 µ = 26.1 SD =6.5
Gender Male=23 Female=10
Education Undergraduate=7 Master=16 PhD=10
Confidence in Search µ = 8.09 (max=10) SD=1.14
the significance level of p = 0.05. Therefore, 30 participants were to give medium to large
size effects.
5.2.3.2 Participants Acting as Information Analysts The participants were ex-
pected to play the role of intelligence analysts because the proposed personalized informa-
tion visualization method required enough training and iterative exploration of the problem
space beyond the casual information retrieval activities. It would be most idealistic to recruit
real analysts. However, due to practical issues, those who could act as an analyst as closest
as possible were recruited. In order to realize the similarity to the analysts, the following
criteria were checked when recruiting the participants.
Language issue Because the participants would read and analyze relatively large amount
of news stories in a short period of time, only native English speakers or those who with
equivalent language abilities were recruited.
Information search ability The participants would have enough information retrieval skills
in order to complete the intelligence analysis. The experience to attend an information
retrieval class or the affiliation to information science schools (or related institutions)
were visible criteria that helped to measure the ability.
Education The subject pool was limited to the students enrolled in the University of Pitts-
burgh or Carnegie Mellon University in order to guarantee the minimal intellectual level
of information analysts.
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Table 11 shows a summary of the participants’ demographic information.
5.2.4 System Configuration
The Adaptive VIBE implementation described in Section 3.2 was used in the user study.
During the study, a 17-inch LCD display was used for all participants. We fixed the screen
resolution, size of the implemented system window, and the size of the VIBE visualization
area across the entire search sessions in order to retain the consistency. The size of the
visualizations were 910 by 412 pixels.
In the Adaptive VIBE visualization, we configured the system to display top 15 POIs
enabled by default and the remaining lower rank POIs are placed in the POI dock (Sec-
tion 3.2.4.2). We chose the number 15 according to the vertical size of the visualization and
the result of our second pilot study (Section 4.2), where 10 to 16 mixture of keywords and
NEs showed the best results. We were able to align the optimal 15 POIs vertically (Parallel
mode in Adaptive VIBE) within the limit of 412 pixels, avoiding the clutter of the user
model POIs (Figure 19).
5.2.5 Collected Data
Two types of data were collected: (1) log data of the interaction between the participants and
the system and (2) participants’ subjective feedback. The systems observed every activity of
the participants while they were using the system to solve the search tasks. The data types
collectible from the system logs are shown in Table 12.
The subjective feedback data was collected directly using the questionnaires and the
interviews. They asked the participants to describe what characteristics and features were
useful in order to accomplish their tasks.
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Table 12: Collected log data attributes by systems
Category TaskSieve (Condition 1) Adaptive VIBE (Condition 2 & 3)
Searching User query User query
Ranked list (document id, score) Visualized documents
(document id, position)
User model User notes User notes
User model content – keywords User model content – keywords or NE
(with weights) (with weights)
User actions Querying Querying
Add/Remove notes Add/Remove notes
Page navigation Open documents
Open documents Manipulate POI
(move, doc, layout selection)
Features (marquee, filter, etc)
5.3 PROCEDURE
According to the study design (Section 5.1), the subjects tried to solve three tasks using
three different systems. The order of the systems was randomized by Latin square design in
order to avoid any possible learning or fatigue effects. They were asked to read a one-page
introductory statement to the experiment, and to complete a demographic questionnaire
(Appendix A) focusing on their search experience and consumption of news.
50 minute training sessions were given to the participants where the experiment coor-
dinator explained every feature supported by the systems and let the participants solve a
real task as a training. The training task was picked up from the TDT4 collection as the
experiment tasks. It was exactly same with the real tasks (4000, 40021, and 40048) in terms
of the structure. No real task was given to the participants before starting the main sessions.
The training session was especially important for the visualization-base systems (Con-
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dition 2 and 3) because the systems were new to the participants and most of them were
completely unfamiliar with Adaptive VIBE’s visual exploration feature.
Even though the main session was 20 minutes and no attempt to complete the tasks after
the given time was allowed, the participants were given up to 30 minutes per system during
the training. We allowed more training time because they needed both to be explained about
the system and to practice themselves. We also expected the role of information analysts who
could proficiently operate the search systems for the task completion and tried to help them
to reach the minimum (and equivalent) proficiency level for manipulating the system. We
did not mean to compare the difficulty of learning the system features between the baseline
and the experimental systems.
The coordinator demonstrated how the new features could be used to solve the given
problems. We tried to make the training session as realistic as possible, so that the partic-
ipants could formulate their own search strategies using the new systems. The coordinator
observed their activities during the training and ensured that they were ready to play the
role of information analysts using the systems after the training. The participants could
freely ask questions about the systems and any misunderstanding was corrected.
The results of the pilot studies – the relevant information was located closely to the
user model in the Adaptive VIBE visualization – were also objectively introduced to the
participants. However, they were not directed to replicate the expected behavior according to
the pilot study results. The information about the probable proximity between the relevant
information and the user model was given to the participants and it was made clear that the
participants could freely choose their own search strategy, in order to retain the objectivity
of the training.
After each session, the participants were asked to fill out a post-task questionnaire (Ap-
pendix B), and finally took 10-minute exit interviews. Figure 31 illustrates the procedure.
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Demographic Questionnaire
Training
Search Session 1
Post-
questionnaire
Search Session 2
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Figure 31: Study procedure and the time plan
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6.0 RESULTS
This chapter presents the result of the user study that was conducted in order to evalu-
ate Adaptive VIBE. It compares three systems: (1) TaskSieve (the baseline), (2) Adaptive
VIBE1, and (3) Adaptive VIBE with NE user modeling2.
TaskSieve is a text-based personalized search system that has a simpler user interface for
mediating user queries and user models. Adaptive VIBE extended this simple user interface
using the VIBE visualization and provided a much more flexible mediation and exploration
mechanism for users within the personalized search space. Adaptive VIBE with NE user
modeling extended the keyword-based user models by incorporating named-entities as more
semantic elements beyond the simple keywords.
The human participants were asked to solve specific tasks using the three systems. After
finishing each task, they answered the questionnaires about their opinions on each search
system. We first introduce these Subjective feedbacks of the study participants (Sec-
tion 6.1).
Along with the subjective feedback analysis, the Objective log data analysis is pre-
sented in three broad stages:
1. Analysis of user activities
2. System performance analysis
3. User performance analysis
The first stage provides some descriptive statistics that can provide a basic understand-
ing about the user activities. The second stage shows the performance analysis of the system
1Referred as “VIBE” in this chapter.
2Referred as “VIBE+NE”
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outputs. That is, whether the systems returned good results to the users. It is subdivided
into two categories: (1) Performance of ranked list and (2) Performance of visualiza-
tion. This subdivision is due to the nature of Adaptive VIBE that operates in two stages:
(1) search and rank documents by the personalization engine and (2) visualize them using
the VIBE algorithm. Therefore, it is important to check the performance of both stages.
After the result is presented to the users, the users take the turn. They explore the
visualization space, examine the spatial information, check the document summaries, and
decide whether they should do deeper examination of the document contents.
When they think a document is probable to contain the information they are searching
for, they open the document and read the full-text. Within the full-text or from the document
summaries, they annotation text fragments and store them into the notebook as final reports.
These user activities can be evaluated by checking the documents they opened and the
notebook contents they maintained. The second stage of analysis is called user performance
analysis and it can measure the performance of user activities during the interaction with
the personalized search systems.
Figure 32 summarizes the procedure of the performance analysis process. In the system
performance analysis stage, we first checked the quality of the ranked lists that were the
source for generating the visualizations (Section 6.3).
Then we could analyze the quality of the visualizations, which were the direct interfaces
that the users interacted with (Section 6.4). For evaluating the visualizations, the same
methodology used in the two pilot studies was repeated – the cluster analysis of relevant and
User PerformanceSystem Performance
(1) Ranked List 
Performance
(3) Open 
Performance
(2) Visualization 
Performance
(4) Note 
Performance
Figure 32: Performance analysis procedures
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non-relevant documents. This time, the real visualizations generated during the user study
were analyzed.
In the user performance analysis stage, the performances of the user activities are an-
alyzed. Even though the system provides high quality information in the form of ranked
lists or visualizations, it is of no use if the user cannot recognize and exploit them. There-
fore, it is important to examine users’ behaviors and outputs directly affected by the system
performance. It is not solely the analysis of the user themselves, but it tries to analyze the
outcomes produced during the interaction between the user and the system.
For this purpose, two core user actions were examined: (1) accessing (e.g. opening)
retrieved documents (Section 6.5) and (2) annotating text fragments and saving them into
the notebook (Section 6.6).
6.1 USER FEEDBACK ANALYSIS
In this section, users’ subjective feedbacks collected from the post-search questionnaires are
analyzed. Different questionnaires were prepared for each system because of the different
feature sets supported by the systems. Except the open question asking about the user
comments, all questions used five point Likert scale (1∼5), where 1, 3, and 5 were labeled
as “Not at all,” “Somewhat,” and “Extremely” respectively.
6.1.1 Topic Familiarity and Difficulty
It was one of the most challenging problems from the study design stage to select the topics
that may not be unknown to the study participants. The aim of this study is to help users
to solve complex problems using appropriate tools. If a participant is too familiar with a
topic, then s/he may skip the exploration process and directly locate the answers by using
one or two queries.
Therefore, the topic familiarity was first checked using the questionnaires. The average
topic familiarity was 1.40 out of 5.0 (SD=0.82), which was quite low considering the score
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1.0 was labeled as “Not at all.” Figure 33 and Table 13 compare the subjective familiarities
across the three topics. Topic 40009 showed significantly higher familiarity than the other
two (Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test, p < 0.001, pairwise comparisons in Table 14) but it still
remained at the very low level (less than 2 out of 5). At the same time, this topic turned
out to be rather difficult topic despite its higher familiarity (Figure 34 and Table 15). This
result confirms that the study participants were not familiar with the topics at all or had
just minimal knowledge and their prior knowledge did not affect the overall study results.
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df)
 Kruskal-Wallis rank sum 
test
data:  familiar by topicid 
Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 
18.403, df = 2, p-value = 
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> pairwise.wilcox.test(df$familiar, 
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data:  df$familiar and df$topicid 
      40009  40021 
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Figure 33: Subjective feedbacks – topic familiarity
Table 13: Subjective feedbacks – topic familiarity
Topic 40009 40021 40048
Mean Topic Familiarity 1.94 1.12 1.15
Table 14: Topic familiarity – pairwise comparisons by Wilcoxon rank sum test
Topic 40009 40021
40021 0.0015 -
40048 0.0015 0.9729
Along with the familiarity, the topic difficulty was another interesting issue to check.
Even though a participant is not familiar with a topic, it may be easy to solve from various
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reasons. For example, a topic can have most of the answers in a couple of documents, then
simply locating them with minimal efforts will finish the entire search task.
This issue was one of the main concerns in the study design stage and we tried to
maintain equivalent difficulties of the three topics selected for the study (Section 5.2.2). In
order to check if this effort was effective, we first asked the participants about their subjective
perception of difficulty.
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Figure 34: Subjective feedbacks – topic difficulty
Table 15: Subjective feedbacks – topic difficulty
Topic 40009 40021 40048
Mean Topic Difficulty 2.77 3.27 2.68
Table 15 and Figure 34 compare the topic difficulty scores returned by the participants.
Unlike our expectation, a difference found among three topics. The most difficult topic was
40021 and the easiest one was 40048. The statistical test confirms this result (Kruskal Wallis
rank sum test, p = 0.032).
The pairwise comparisons among the topics (Table 16) show that the difference was
found between topic 40021 and 40048, which were the hardest and the easiest topics. Even
though some subjects pointed out the topic 40009 was difficult too, any significant difference
between 40009 and 40048 was not found.
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Table 16: Topic difficulty – pairwise comparisons by Wilcoxon rank sum test
Topic 40009 40021
40021 0.144 -
40048 0.522 0.032
Table 17: Subjective feedbacks – positive reaction
System TaskSieve VIBE VIBE+NE
Average Score 3.76 3.18 3.39
SD 0.75 0.98 0.93
6.1.2 Positive Reactions
The participants were asked to report their overall impressions on the performance of the
three systems. Even though there was a risk of over-simplification by asking a single question
on this matter, it was still a good measure together with other more specific questions in
order to catch the big picture.
Table 17 compares the reactions from the subjects. The difference among the systems
was close to significant (Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test, p = 0.053) and the bigger standard
deviations of the visualization-based systems (over 0.9) may worth noting. According to
the open interview of the subjects, almost all of them found the visual systems new and
complicated at first sights, even though they eventually got used to the systems and liked
them. The bigger variances of the visualization systems may reflect the mixed feelings of the
participants.
Table 18 compares the relative positive reactions between the baseline and the visual-
ization systems. It summarizes how many subjects preferred System A to System B. As
seen in the previous result, TaskSieve achieved more votes than the Adaptive VIBE sys-
tems. However, there were good number of participants who gave the same ratings to the
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Table 18: Comparisons of relative positive reactions
TaskSieve vs. VIBE TaskSieve Same VIBE
Positive count 18 9 6
TaskSieve vs. VIBE+NE TaskSieve Same VIBE+NE
Positive count 16 12 5
VIBE vs. VIBE+NE VIBE Same VIBE+NE
Positive count 4 20 9
TaskSieve and the Adaptive VIBE systems. That is, about the same number of the partici-
pants showed equivalent or higher positiveness to the Adaptive VIBE systems despite their
greater complexity. It is also interesting to notice that VIBE+NE got twice as many votes
as VIBE (four versus nine). Even though more votes were neutral (20), it reflects that the
participants acknowledged the advantage of NE-based user models.
We also checked whether there was any gender difference in terms of the positive reactions
to the systems (Table 19). We found no significant difference between male and female
participants (Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test) regarding the search systems.
Table 19: Comparing positive reactions by gender
TaskSieve VIBE VIBE+NE
Male 3.78 3.30 3.52
Female 3.70 2.90 3.10
p 0.717 0.377 0.329
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Table 20: Subjective feedbacks – satisfaction on the document snippet quality
System TaskSieve VIBE VIBE+NE
Mean 3.58 3.48 3.48
SD 0.83 0.97 0.97
6.1.3 Document Summary Quality and Link to the Opening Action
Table 20 is the participants’ satisfaction level on the document snippets that showed the
summary of the fulltext even before opening it. It was not surprising that there was no
difference among three systems (Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test, p = 0.92), because the visu-
alization systems shared the same routine to generate the snippets with TaskSieve.
What was more interesting in Table 21 was the relationships between the summaries and
the opening actions. Regardless of the system (Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test, p = 0.18),
the snippets were regarded positively to lead to open the full texts. These responses were
consistent with the observations made from the objective data analysis.
Table 21: Subjective feedbacks – contribution of the snippets to open fulltexts
System TaskSieve VIBE VIBE+NE
Mean 4.18 3.82 3.94
SD 0.85 0.80 0.90
6.1.4 Summary of Findings
The subjective feedbacks of the participants were presented in three categories: (1) topic
familiarity and difficulty, (2) positive reactions to the systems, and (3) document summary
quality.
They had no or very minimal prior knowledge about the three topics used in this study.
Even though we tried to keep the difficulty of the topics equivalent, the subjects found there
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were easier topics than the others.
We expected the participants would consider the Adaptive VIBE visualization system
more complex than the baseline system. However, the subjective feedbacks did not show
significant difference.
Lastly, the participants showed very positive reactions to the document summary, which
was used across all three systems, as a useful tool to guide them to the relevant documents.
6.2 ANALYSIS OF USER ACTIVITIES
6.2.1 Query Length Analysis
Even the visualization-based search systems such as Adaptive VIBE start the operations
with queries. The users need to enter their first information needs in the form of textual
queries, and then the systems can start activating more sophisticated techniques such as
personalization or visualization.
Table 22 and 23 show the average lengths of the queries the subjects entered during the
user study. The length here is defined as the number of words. First of all, they show that
the query lengths were longer than those of the casual Web search, which are just 2∼3 words
[57]. This result is reflecting the nature of this study and its participants. The background
and the role of the participants of this study were more focused on the information analysts
rather than the casual Web search. Therefore, they tried to formulate their information
needs as precise as possible and the efforts lead to longer query lengths. There was no or
very small differences in terms of the query lengths among the systems or the topics.
Table 22: Comparison of average query length by system
System TaskSieve VIBE VIBE+NE
Query Length 5.1 5.1 4.9
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Table 23: Comparison of average query length by topic
Topic 40009 40021 40048
Query Length 5.2 4.9 5.1
Table 24: Analysis of visual feature usage
Feature POI Manipulation Marquee-selection Auto marquee
Number of users used the feature 33 19 10
Total usage count 1,315 89 516
6.2.2 Visualization Feature Usage Statistics
A lot of features are supported by Adaptive VIBE. Some of the features were liked by
the subjects but some of them were not. Even though we tried to provide only essential
functionalities to users in order to avoid confusion, there still existed some mis-assessment
of the user needs.
Table 24 illustrates the usage statistics of three important visual features: POI manipula-
tion, marquee-selection tool, and automatic marquee tool. Just as our expectation, the POI
manipulation function of VIBE was used by all 33 subjects and they recorded relatively high
overall frequency. Each user manipulated the POIs around 40 times on average. However,
the marquee-selection feature received much less interest. Only 19 out of 24 users3 tried it
and the per-user usage count was only 4.6.
This is because the subjects preferred to open documents directly from the visualization,
not following the “marquee-selection → document list → individual document” scenario,
which had been expected.
Therefore, after finishing with 24 subjects, we decided to change the user interface so
that we could explore the use of marquee. The direct document open feature was disabled
3It was not 33 subjects because 9 was provided with a fixed-style marquee tool.
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Table 25: Frequency of POI manipulation
POI Type VIBE VIBE+NE
Query 356 303
User Model (all) 299 297
User Model (keyword) 299 173
User Model (NE) - 124
Average (between Query and User Model) 328 300
and a fixed-size box was displayed instead of the “click-drag” style marquee, expecting the
users would find it more convenient. After the change, the remaining 9 subjects used the
auto marquee tool and the average usage count was 51.6 per user. The following sub-sections
discusses the characteristics of these features in detail.
6.2.2.1 POI Manipulation The ability to move POI and examine the related docu-
ments on the fly is the core feature of the VIBE visualization. From the system log recorded
during the user study, the we were able to count the number of the user manipulations
(move) of the POIs in various conditions and compared them (Table 25).
It was noticed that the POI manipulation frequency of the query and the user model were
about the same (paired Wilcoxon signed rank test, p = 0.706). Even though the participants
were informed about the importance of the user models, they seem to be naturally inclined
to controlling their own representation of information needs by manipulating the query
POIs. However, it should not be underestimated that they still showed almost the equivalent
interests in the user model POIs too.
6.2.2.2 Marquee versus Direct Document Access As described before, the sub-
jects expressed the unfamiliarity with the marquee tool. Rather, they preferred directly
opening documents from the visualization. Table 26 shows that over 500% more documents
were opened directly from the visualization, than from the document lists generated by the
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Table 26: Sources of the “Document Opening” action
Source Overall Phase 1 Phase 2
Directly from VIBE 565 565 0
From document lists 402 111 292
(generated by marquees)
Average 484 338 146
Table 27: Page navigation
Page 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Frequency 290 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 8
marquee action (Phase 1).
It was assumed that the users had found the dragging action required of the marquee-
selection inconvenient and eventually disliked the feature. Therefore, a new marquee was
devised that did not need the dragging and the direct document opening feature was dis-
abled (Phase 2). In consequence, the number of documents opened from the document lists
increased about three times.
6.2.3 Page Navigation
Page navigation does not exist in the visualization-based systems. One of the strengths of
the visualization is that it does not need any manipulation to jump between pages as in the
text-based search systems. However, in order to contrast the difference between the text-
and the visualization-based systems, it is worth showing the usage statistics of the page
navigation of the text-based system (TaskSieve).
Table 27 shows the frequency of the page accesses during the user study. Almost all
(96%) of the actions were done in the first page. Even the second page was not virtually
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accessed at all (only once from 33 subjects!). It is already well known that users usually
navigate one or two pages in the casual Web search [57].
The characteristic of the personalized search systems can be the reason of this extremely
high concentration on the first page. Personalized search systems usually promote relevant
documents very high up to the ranked-lists, in the first or the second pages. Users tend to
have a bias that they found everything they need after checking the first or second pages
and then give up the deeper navigation down to the lower pages [63].
However, in case of the visualizations, users showed quite different behaviors. A related
analysis about the navigation depth is presented in section 6.5.3.
6.2.4 Summary of Findings
In this section, we examined some basic user behaviors extracted from the log data. We had
planned to recruit the participants who could act as information analysts. Their behaviors
analyzed in this section corresponds to the expectation. They tried to formulate longer
queries rather than casual short queries. They also manipulated a lot with the POI of the
VIBE visualization, which represents their efforts to explore the visualization spaces.
Even though the depths of the navigation using the baseline personalized search system
(textual) were shallow, they showed quite different behaviors with the visualization systems.
Finally, the participants preferred to use the direct access of documents in the visualization,
rather than the marquee selection.
6.3 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE – ANALYSIS OF RANKED LISTS
This section compares the performance of ranked lists generated by all three systems –
TaskSieve, Adaptive VIBE, and Adaptive VIBE plus NEs. For Adaptive VIBE, the ranked
lists are like raw materials for generating the visualizations. Using the personalized search
results, Adaptive VIBE can produce the adaptive visualizations. Therefore, it is essential to
compare the ranked lists first, and then we can move on to the next stage.
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There are two types of ranked lists in Adaptive VIBE: (1) marquee selection (Sec-
tion 3.2.4.5) and (2) visual cue of high rank documents (Section 3.2.4.6). Using the marquee-
selection tool included in Adaptive VIBE, users can retrieve a list of documents and they are
comparable with the ranked lists of TaskSieve. The top 10 documents with highest relevancy
scores are marked with different colors on their icons in the visualization.
Following these features, two types of analysis are presented: (1) comparing ranked-lists
and marquee-selection and (2) comparing top 10 documents from the text search and the
visualizations.
6.3.1 Measures
We used a family of precision measures for comparing the system performances. Precision
is the ratio of relevant documents and the retrieved documents and Precision@N means the
top N retrieved documents were considered to calculated the precision.
Due to the fact that the users mostly check 1∼2 pages using the search engines and do
not go deeper down to the lower rank items ([57] and Section 6.2.3), the calculation of the
precision was done at rank 10 of each list.
Therefore, the system performance while using the TaskSieve (Condition 1) system was
defined as follows.
Precision@10 =
|Docrel|
10
(6.1)
Along with the traditional Precision@10, one additional measure was adopted. DCG
(Discounted Cumulative Gain) is a measure devised to calculate the usefulness, or gain, of
a document based on its position in the result list. The gain is accumulated cumulatively
from the top of the result list to the bottom with the gain of each result discounted at lower
ranks [58]. NDCG (Normalized DCG) normalizes DCG by an ideal DCG at position p. In
this study, NDCG10 was used.
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DCGp = rel1 +
p∑
i=2
reli
log2i
(6.2a)
NDCGp =
DCGp
IDCGp
(6.2b)
We could use these measures for Adaptive VIBE systems (Condition 2 & 3) too, because
they generated the ranked lists internally and the top 10 highest stored documents were
marked using different colors in the visualizations.
Adaptive VIBE supported a function called a marquee tool (Section 3.2.4.5) in order to
select a set of documents from the visualization plane, and then could retrieve the documents
in the list format so that the users could examine the document summaries, make notes from
the summaries, and open the full-text of seemingly relevant documents.
Therefore, we could define a measure that was comparable to the system performance of
the TaskSieve system. It was defined as follows.
Pmarquee =
|Docrel|
|Docmarqueeselected|
(6.3)
Here, the marquee selected documents (Docmarqueeselected) are the documents selected
using the marquee-tool.
6.3.2 Precision of Marquee-selected Documents
The document list generated by the subjects’ marquee-selection actions is one of the most
ranked-list like elements of the experimental visualization systems. In fact, the format of the
retrieved documents (document title and highlighted summaries) was exactly same with the
ranked-lists of the baseline. Table 28 compares the precision of the retrieved documents of
the baseline as the precision at rank 10 and the precision of the marquee-selected documents.
There was no difference found among the three systems.
Even though the experimental systems did not show any improvement over the baseline,
it cannot be an evidence that they were worse than the baseline. Actually, the comparisons
between the different sets – ranked-lists and marquee-selection – were not quite fair, because
of the following reasons.
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Table 28: System performance comparisons – ranked-list versus marquee-selection
System TaskSieve VIBE VIBE+NE
(Precision@10) (Precisionmarquee) (Precisionmarquee)
Precision 0.873 0.823 0.817
• If the number of marquee-selected documents are more than 10, it increases the chance
to contain non-relevant documents.
• Even though they are not more than 10, due to the nature of the visualization that
usually displays hundreds of documents, the chance to contain noises becomes very high.
• The participants preferred to directly open documents, which was much more familiar
to them (section 6.2.2.2).
It should be noted that the marquee selection could show almost similar performance
compared to the ranked lists, even in these unfair conditions. The next section investigates
another side of the system performance that can complement the analysis of the marquee
selection precision, top-10 document precision.
6.3.3 Precision of Top 10 Documents
This section compares the quality of the ranked lists in order to compare the system perfor-
mance. Even though the Adaptive VIBE systems replaced the ranked lists with the adaptive
visualizations, their personalization engine still generates ranked lists internally before con-
verting them to the visualizations. Therefore, we can compare the precision of the ranked
lists first.
Precision@10 and NDCG10 were used for comparing the ranked lists. Precision@10 was
selected because the first page of the TaskSieve search contained 10 documents. NDCG10
could measure the distribution of relevant documents higher in the top-10 document lists.
Table 29 and Figure 35 show the comparison of the scores across the three systems:
TaskSieve (baseline), VIBE (Adaptive VIBE visualization) and VIBE+NE (Adaptive VIBE
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Table 29: System performance comparisons
System Precision@10 NDCG10
TaskSieve 0.873 0.924
VIBE 0.919 0.966
VIBE+NE 0.895 0.950
Precision@10 NDCG10 Not 1,2,10,29
TaskSieve
VIBE
VIBE+NE
0.873 0.924
0.919 0.966
0.895 0.950 * Significantly different compared to the baseline
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Figure 35: System performance comparisons
with NE-based user model). The statistical tests showed no difference in terms with Pr -
cision@10, whereas NDCG10 showed significant differences between the baseline and VIBE
(Wilcoxon signed rank test, p = 0.0289), and between the baseline and VIBE+NE (Wilcoxon
signed rank test, p = 0.0331).
This result is encouraging because it suggests that the Adaptive VIBE visualizations
were able to provide more relevant documents than the baseline system’s ranked-lists. The
source of this improvement could be the better quality of the user models, developed during
the cycles of the user-system interactions.
The initial ranked lists with better quality would have led to better visualizations. At the
same time, the Adaptive VIBE prototype shows the top 10 highly scored document icons in
different shades. The document with the highest score is the darkest and the 10th document
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is the least dark, but still distinguished from the lower rank documents. Users could have
used the document colors as reliable cues leading to the relevant information.
6.3.4 Summary of Findings
The first step of the objective log analysis was the system performance analysis. We intended
to measure the performance of ranked lists generated by the text-based baseline system
(TaskSieve) and the Adaptive VIBE systems. The visualization systems generated the ranked
search results first and then used them in order to construct the visualizations.
We used the precision measure for the marquee-selected documents and the top 10 highly
ranked documents. The marquee-selected document precision was almost the same with the
traditional ranked lists even in the unfair conditions and we found that two Adaptive VIBE
systems (user models with keywords or named-entities) provided more precise rankings than
the baseline in terms of NDCG10.
6.4 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE – ANALYSIS OF VISUALIZATION
6.4.1 Cluster Analysis
Using the documents retrieved by the personalized search engine, Adaptive VIBE can gen-
erate the adaptive visualizations. In the previous section, we showed that Adaptive VIBE
could produce better search results than the baseline, in terms of the top-10 highest rele-
vancy scored documents. The next question is the quality of the visualizations that were
generated from these better results.
We can answer this question by examining the separation of the relevant and non-relevant
document cluster in the visualization. At the same time, our interest is to check if the user
models were still able to attract the relevant documents. These effects have already been
observed in our pilot studies (Section 4.1 and 4.2).
The difference is that the pilot visualization experiments were simulations, using the log
data extracted from the TaskSieve study, whereas this section presents the results from the
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Table 30: Comparison of the x-coordinates of the relevant and non-relevant document cluster
centroids
Cluster Relevant Non-relevant
Average of the x-coordinates 458.03 379.55
Table 31: Comparison of DB-index between systems
System VIBE VIBE+NE
DB-index 1.70 1.69
real user study.
Table 30 compares the x-coordinates in the visualizations generated during the user
study. As in the pilot studies, the average location of the relevant documents was closer
to the user model in the Adaptive VIBE visualizations. The average distance between the
relevant and non-relevant document clusters was statistically significant (paired Wilcoxon
rank sum test, N = 743, p < 0.001).
In order to test the second hypothesis of this dissertation – Adaptive VIBE with NE-based
user models will generate better results – we calculated the DB-indices of the visualizations
created by those two systems separately (Table 31). Even though the VIBE+NE showed
less DB score (represents better clustering) and the difference was significant (Kruskal-Wallis
rank sum test, p < 0.001), the size of the difference was rather small. Therefore, a follow-up
analysis was conducted by separating the data by topics (Table 32 and Figure 36).
Among the three topics, the topic ID 40048 showed the worst performance with VIBE+NE
and the difference was large and significant (Kruskal-Waillis rank sum test). Two systems
showed an exactly opposite result with the topic 40009, where VIBE+NE was significantly
better than the keyword-based Adaptive VIBE system. There was no difference with the
topic 40021. This topic difference was already noted by the participants’ subjective feed-
backs, which made it clear that the topic 40048 was the easiest (Section 6.1.1).
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Table 32: Comparison of DB-index between systems and topics
System VIBE VIBE+NE p
40009 1.62 0.98 < 0.001
40021 2.35 2.38 0.1412
40048 0.68 1.88 < 0.001
40009 40021 40048 Overall
VIBE
VIBE+NE
1.6212075 2.3517229 0.6839801 1.703777
0.9818025 2.3840805 1.8788162 1.694130
p<0.001 p=0.1412 p<0.001 p<0.001
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Figure 36: Comparison of DB-index between systems and topics
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Figure 37: Movement of top 10 documents through search progress
6.4.2 Position of Top 10 Documents
In addition to the cluster analysis, we can examine the top 10 documents of the ranked list
generation stage. We have already seen that Adaptive VIBE could produce those documents
with high quality in Section 6.3.3. Because these documents are annotated with high intensity
colors in the visualizations, it is important to check how they are actually represented in the
visualizations, in terms of their positions.
Figure 37 shows the change of the top 10 document positions as the subjects continued
their search processes. As can be seen from the graph, the horizontal position (y-axis) is
changing regardless of the system (left) and the topic (right).
The horizontal position here is the relative position of the documents in the visualization,
when the position of the left-most document is set to 0 and the right-most document is set
to 1. Therefore, the position = 0.5 means that the document was exactly at the center of
the document group displayed on the screen. Larger number represents it was closer to the
user model, because the user model was placed at the right hand side of the visualization.
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Table 33: System performance comparisons
Before UM built After UM built
Position Left-half Right-half Left-half Right-half
Count 117 116 156 387
Ratio 0.50 0.50 0.29 0.71
This result means that the top 10 documents were moving toward the user models as time
passed and more information was accumulated into the user models. For example, the top
10 documents presented by the Adaptive VIBE system (dashed line in Figure 37, left) were
almost at the left-end side of the visualization, as the Horizontal Position was around 0.35 at
the beginning of the experiment (T1). However, it rapidly moved toward the right-half side
of the visualization through the middle of the experiment (T3). The NE user model-based
Adaptive VIBE (solid line) showed even bigger inclination toward the user model.
Table 33 and Figure 38 show another example of the relationship between the top 10
documents and the user model. They compare the frequency of the top 10 documents
according to the location – in the left-half or right-half of the visualization. When there was
no user model, in the very early stage of the search, the position of the top 10 documents were
exactly the same in terms of their horizontal locations. However, if we count the instances
after the UM built, this ratio of the top 10 documents that were placed right-half side of the
visualization increases beyond 70%. That is, it is very probable that the top-10 documents
were placed closer to the user model.
The top 10 documents do not consider the position of the documents by itself. However,
due to the nature of the user model in the personalized search, the top scored documents
were aggregated closer to the user models in the visualization. In a sense, the combination
of color (which was used for the top 10 documents) and the position (automatically moving
toward the user model) may be a better method to guide the users to relevant documents.
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Figure 38: Movement of top 10 documents through search progress
6.4.3 Summary of Findings
To sum up, the visualizations generated during the user study could separated the relevant
and non-relevant document clusters and the relevant document clusters were located closer
to the user model.
When compared the keyword-based user models and the NE-based user models, we
showed that the NE-based user models made significantly better separation of the document
clusters, especially with the more difficult topic.
We also observed the top 10 documents were moving toward the user models in the
adaptive visualizations. This result justifies the ability of Adaptive VIBE to guide the users
to the relevant information.
6.5 USER PERFORMANCE – DOCUMENT ACCESS
When the documents are presented to the users through ranked-lists or visualization, the
users examine the provided information and open a document to read the fulltext. They can
check the visual cues such as the colors or the locations of the document icons, rank of the
documents within the lists, or read summaries of the document in order to quickly decide
which document they should open.
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This “opening” action is done by the users but it originates from the system output.
It is more like the interaction between the user and the system, rather than the result of
independent user actions. Therefore, by analyzing the document access behaviors of the
users, we can learn how well each system contributed to the user behaviors.
6.5.1 Measures
6.5.1.1 Open Precision The most common document access method is to open the
document by clicking the document icons or titles and read the fulltext. We could measure
the precision of the opened documents and was defined as Equation 6.4.
Popen =
|Docrel|
|Docopen| (6.4)
If a system could provide a good ranked list or a visualization and they were accompanied
by proper information – such as summaries, document icon colors, or document location
closer to the user models in Adaptive VIBE visualization – users will have higher chances to
open relevant documents without making errors.
6.5.1.2 Depth of Navigation and Diversity Recollecting the fact that users tend
not to navigate deeper into the ranked lists and they mostly review 1 or 2 pages (10 to 20
documents if one page shows 10 documents), we could easily expect the relevant documents
or passages found by the users using the baseline will mostly come from within rank 20. This
tendency would be stronger because the baseline was a personalized search system, which
tried to promote relevant documents to the top of the list.
However, it was still possible that some relevant documents were hiding at the bottom of
the ranked lists, such as at rank 90 or rank 100. Our visualization-based approaches could
alleviate this weakness of the ranked lists. They could show 100∼200 documents easily at the
same time and would make it much easier for users to locate the low-ranked, possibly relevant
documents. This could be measured by comparing the ranks of the relevant documents or
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passages found by the users.
NavDepthdoc = Rank(doc) (6.5)
A similar aspect is the diversity of findings. The precision measures in the previous
sections considered the correctness of the findings only. They did not care about what
fraction of the information in the pool was discovered. Diversity is a measure adopted to
reflect this perspective. It was defined as follows.
Diversitytopic =
|Subtopicsnotebook|
|Subtopicsgroundtruth| (6.6)
It looks similar with the traditional recall measure, but it is topic-based, rather than
document-based. The LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) [15] algorithm was used for finding
out the sub-topics. Detailed procedures and results are presented below.
6.5.2 Open Precision
Table 34 and Figure 39 compare the precision of the opened documents by the subjects. In
order to make the comparison clearer under the situation when the user model is working,
the document-opening actions after the user models built were counted. The best was the
baseline (TaskSieve), which showed a very high average precision score. The experimental
systems showed slightly less precision scores, but there was no significant difference between
the baseline and the experimental systems (Wilcoxon signed rank test).
Table 34: Precision of opened documents by the three systems (after UM built)
System TaskSieve VIBE VIBE+NE
Open Precision 0.950 0.875 0.875
There are two issues about this result. First, what is notable is the very high performance
of the baseline (TaskSieve). The mean score of TaskSieve was 0.950 and there were a lot of
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Figure 39: Precision of opened documents by the three systems (After UM built)
perfect precision scores (1.0) depending on the subjects4. It was a challenging task to beat
the already perfect performance of the baseline system.
The second issue is th condition where the document-opening actions were made. The
reason why the baseline was able to record this good performance was the existence of the
document summaries. The subjects of the baseline system mostly explored the first page
of the ranked-lists (Table 27) and the average precision of the first pages was at least 0.85
(section 6.3.3). On top of this high quality system output, the users were able to examine
the document contents before they open the full-text. This additional effort of the subjects
could have boosted the performance of the baseline system.
Of course, the experimental systems (Adaptive VIBE with/without the NE-based user
model) were under the similar condition. They provided the same document summaries and
the precision of the top-10 documents were even better than the first page of the baseline
system.
However, we should note that the subjects of the visualization-based system had more
freedom to explore the document space and they had more chances to make mistakes, even
though they were provided with quality results from the system. In fact, there were hundreds
4This score is almost consistent with the average precision found in the previous TaskSieve study, which
was 0.96 [5].
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of documents spread in the visualization and a single click on a non-relevant document by
mistake could lead to the large drop of open precision.
6.5.3 Depth of Document Navigation
Even though the open precision could not show any improvement of the experimental sys-
tems, it was not necessarily discouraging. It gave us a hint that the increased degree of
freedom could benefit the experimental systems. One possible benefit was the depth of the
navigation.
The previous analyses only showed whether the findings of the system or the subjects
were correct or not. They did not show other perspectives such as the coverage or the
diversity of the results.
Table 35: Average ranks of opened documents
Open Rank Noted Rank
Overall Relevant Overall Relevant
TaskSieve 4.00 3.96 3.63 3.60
VIBE 21.76 13.26 10.73 9.44
VIBE+NE 24.40 10.77 11.43 11.49
Table 35 and Figure 40 illustrate the rank of the opened documents under various condi-
tions. Here, we could clearly see that there were differences between the baseline (TaskSieve)
and the experimental systems (VIBE, VIBE+NE). The average rank of opened documents
of the baseline was around 4, whereas the visualization-based experimental systems went
down to around rank 20.
Even when the relevant documents were solely counted (“Relevant” columns), the visu-
alization systems marked around rank 10. Of course, there is no visible rank below 10 (only
the top 10s were highlighted) in the visualization-based systems but that may be one of the
reasons the subjects were able to find low-ranked but relevant documents. They could have
more freely examine low-ranked documents and then have chosen relevant ones. The rank of
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Figure 40: Average ranks of opened documents
the noted documents – from where the user notes were annotated – showed similar results
(“Noted Rank” column).
6.5.4 Diversity of Opened Documents
It can be understood that the visualization-based systems’ users were able to find more
diverse set of documents, according to the rank-depth analysis in the previous section. At
the same time, they were not only random documents that were not visible in the higher
ranks. Rather, the subjects were still able to find relevant documents in the lower ranks that
may not be able to be found by using the baseline system – as can be seen in the “Noted
Rank” data.
In this section, this analysis is expanded even further by examining sub-topics (they were
not the task topics: 40009, 40048, and 40021 in this experiment) found by the subjects. The
aim of the analysis was to calculate the portion of the discovered sub-topics out of the entire
set of relevant sub-topics from the groundtruth information.
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The concept may look similar to the recall of information retrieval evaluation, which is
the fraction of number of retrieved documents and the total number of relevant documents.
However, the analysis here is intended to be done in the topic level, rather than the traditional
document level recall.
The analysis procedure is as follows:
1. Locate the relevant documents from the groundtruth per each topic (40009, 40048, and
40021)
2. Find out the sub-topics from the relevant document sets.
3. Assign each opened document to the sub-topics found in the previous step.
4. Compare the number of the discovered (assigned) sub-topics.
For the step 2 and 3, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [15] was used. It is a generative
probabilistic model for collections of discrete data such as text corpora and can be used for
detecting latent topics from the text and cluster the documents to them. Therefore, we could
first apply the LDA algorithm to the relevant documents and extract the sub-topics from
them (step 2). In the next step, the list of opened documents by the subjects were applied
to each sub-topic.
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Figure 41: Number of sub-topics discovered by opening documents
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Table 36: Number of sub-topics discovered by opening documents
Task Topic
Sub-topic Count System 40009 40021 40048
15
TaskSieve 9 11 12
VIBE 11 11 14
VIBE+NE 12 12 13
20
TaskSieve 11 15 16
VIBE 13 14 19
VIBE+NE 14 17 17
Because LDA requires to specify the number of sub-topics to be estimated from the
corpus and the real values are not known, two values were tried for each topic, k=15 and
20. We chose these values assuming that the number of sub-topics will be greater than
the number of questions per topic. Because the topic 40021 had the maximum number of
questions (N = 13), we tried k = 15 and k = 20. However, it should be noted that different
topics can have different number of sub-topics and more sub-topics could benefit from the
VIBE visualizations. This nature of LDA might limit the accuracy of the analysis.
Table 36 and Figure 41 list the number of sub-topics discovered by the subjects in terms
of their document opening actions. It can be seen that experimental systems (either VIBE or
VIBE+NE) always found more sub-topics than the baseline. The difference can look rather
smaller (less than 4) but a single difference of sub-topic discovery can mean a lot to the given
problem domain.
6.5.5 Summary of Findings
In this section, we analyzed the precision and the diversity of users’ document access (open)
behaviors. There was no improvements in terms of the average precision of the accessed
documents with Adaptive VIBE.
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However, according to the analysis of the depth of navigation and the diversity of sub-
topics discovered by the participants, the Adaptive VIBE systems were able to help the users
to find out more relevant information than the baseline. The Adaptive VIBE users were able
to overcome the nature of ranked lists that bias their users only on top of the lists.
Using the visualization systems (Adaptive VIBE or Adaptive VIBE+NE), the subjects
navigated much deeper down to the ranked lists compared to the baseline. They examined
more documents residing in the lower ranks (while still relevant) and were able to discover
more diverse information.
The sub-topic analysis result coincides this navigational characteristics. The Adaptive
VIBE visualization systems could find more sub-topics than the baseline.
6.6 USER PERFORMANCE – NOTE ANNOTATION
This section analyses the quality of the notes collected by the users. After receiving the
search results from the system and checking the documents included in the output of the
systems, the participants found the answer to the questions of the tasks. They were asked
to save them into the notebook as the final report of their search process. By analyzing the
participants’ annotations saved in the notebook, we can evaluate the ultimate results of the
three systems.
6.6.1 Measures
Two measures were employed to evaluate the quality of the user annotations. First one
is the precision of each annotation. Unlike the document precision where the relevance of
individual document access action was regarded as 1 or 0, note precision can give precision
value 0∼1 per each note.
The second measure is the note diversity. Note precision only considers correctness of
user annotations. However, it is an important issue to check whether the user annotations
covered as much answers as possible. For this purpose the LDA-based sub-topic analysis was
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repeated, in the level of user annotations.
6.6.1.1 Note Precision The precision of a user annotation is defined as follows.
∑
i∈passage∩groundtruth
overlap lengthi × weighti∑
i∈passage∩groundtruth
overlap lengthi × weighti +
∑
i∈passage−passage∩groundtruth
miss lengthi × 0.5
(6.7)
It is the same formula used in the TaskSieve study [5, 50], which was derived from
(Allan, 2003). The calculation of passage precision takes advantage of the fact that two
human annotators generated the ground truth. It calculates the precision of a passage
against the ground truth, where overlap length is the character length of the common text
chunk between a user’s selection and the ground truth; weight is the weight of the ground
truth combining the two annotators mark-ups, where the weight can be one of five levels: 0,
0.25, 0.5, 1, 1.25, 2; miss length is the character length of the part of the passage that has
no overlap with the ground truth. Here the 0.5 associated with miss length is the penalty.
6.6.1.2 Note Diversity The same procedure used for measuring the document access
level diversity was used in the note level. Please refer to Section 6.5.1.2 and Section 6.5.4.
6.6.1.3 Productivity If the diversity increases, it could lead to higher productivity. The
one who could found some hidden gems would be able to record higher stacks than others.
The productivity is defined as the number of found answers (and saved to the notebook) in
a given time. Because every participant was allowed to use just 20 minutes per topic, the
simple count can be used as a productivity measure.
There is a risk of duplicate entries in the notebook that will inflate the measure. However,
the coordinator asked the participants to arrange the notebooks and mark the note numbers
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on the answer sheet after finishing each session. Therefore, unnecessary duplications were
filtered out by the participants themselves.
Productivity =
|Notes|
Time
(6.8)
6.6.2 Note Precision Analysis
Table 37 summarizes the mean note precision by the three systems. First of all, there
were significant differences among the three systems (Kruskal Wallis rank sum test, p <
0.001). According to the pairwise comparison results (Table 38), there was a significance
difference between the baseline (TaskSieve) and Adaptive VIBE with NE-based user models
(VIBE+NE). However, no difference was found between the baseline (TaskSieve) and the
Adaptive VIBE (VIBE).
Table 37: Note precision
System TaskSieve VIBE VIBE+NE
Note Precision 0.795 0.817 0.866
Table 38: Pairwise comparisons by Wilcoxon rank sum test
System TaskSieve VIBE
VIBE p = 0.296 -
VIBE+NE p = 0.011 p = 0.110
In order to understand the nature of this difference, the notes were split by the topics
and their precisions were compared. Table 39 and Figure 42 show the results. There was no
difference among systems with topic 40009 and 4008, but a significant difference was found
with topic 40021 (Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test, p < 0.001). The follow-up test shows that
there were significant differences between the VIBE+NE system (precision = 0.888) and two
other systems. There was no difference between TaskSieve (precision = 0.790) and VIBE
(precision = 0.798, Table 40).
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Table 39: Note precision analysis by topic
Topic 40009 40021 40048
TaskSieve 0.698 0.790 0.901
VIBE 0.769 0.798 0.865
VIBE + NE 0.784 0.888 0.931
Note 
PrecisionTaskSieve
VIBE
VIBE + NE
0.795
0.817
0.866 p=0.00
5
Significantly 
different from 
0.700
0.775
0.850
0.925
1.000
TaskSieve VIBE VIBE + NE
0.866
0.817
0.795
Note Precision
Note Precision
Sum of 
Precision
Count of High 
Precision 
Notes (>= 0.9)
Count
TaskSieve
VIBE
VIBE + NE
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397.86 379 476
366.17 355 423
360.00
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380.00
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Note Precision by Topic
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Noted document set arithmetic
All b-e 26 >=0.9 22 <0.1 19
e-b 41 25 27
b-n 26 19 15
n-b 28 27 19
b^e 56 45 13
b^n 56 51 17
! Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test
data:  p by sys 
Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 23.5039, df = 2, p-value = 7.874e-06
! Pairwise comparisons using Wilcoxon rank sum test 
data:  n21$p and n21$sys 
    vsb     vse    
vse 0.41069 -      
vsn 0.00045 8.4e-06
P value adjustment method: holm 
> 
! Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test
data:  p by sys 
Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 8.6074, df = 2, p-value = 0.01352
! Pairwise comparisons using Wilcoxon rank sum test 
data:  n$p and n$sys 
    vsb   vse  
vse 0.296 -    
vsn 0.011 0.110
Figure 42: Note precision by topic
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Table 40: Pairwise comparisons using Wilcoxon rank sum test (Topic 40021)
System TaskSieve VIBE
VIBE p = 0.41 -
VIBE+NE p < 0.001 p < 0.001
Even though the differences were found with only one topic 40021, the result still embeds
meaning because 40021 was considered as a difficult one. Topic 40048 was the easiest and
the higher average note precision scores of three systems directly reveal the lowest difficulty,
where no cross-system difference was found. In terms of the topic 40009, the average note
precision of the experimental systems were over 0.75 whereas that of the baseline was below
0.7. However, no statistically significant difference was found either (Kruskal Wallis rank
sum test, p = 0.2589).
6.6.3 Note Diversity Analysis
Along with the precision of the user notes, it is important to check the number of notes found
by the subjects. As the analysis results form the previous section suggest, the experimental
systems were able to help users to examine more diverse range of documents.
Table 41 and Figure 43 are the latent sub-topic analysis done for the documents from
where the notes were saved by the subjects. Note that the same analysis in the previous
section was done for the “document opening” actions. This analysis was to examine whether
the clusters found by the opening action were actually used for the final product, user notes.
Two things can be noticed from this data. First of all, the experimental systems anno-
tated more sub-topics than the baseline. It is a similar trend with the sub-topic discovery
analysis of the previous section. Either the Adaptive VIBE or Adaptive VIBE with NE user
modeling annotated more sub-topic than the baseline, except just a single setting (sub-topic
count = 15 and the topic id = 40009). However, the baseline could not beat the experimental
systems even in this case. They all annotated same 9 sub-topics.
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Table 41: Number of sub-topics annotated by saving notes
Task Topic
Sub-topic Count System 40009 40021 40048
15
TaskSieve 9 9 12
VIBE 9 10 13
VIBE+NE 9 11 12
20
TaskSieve 9 11 15
VIBE 12 10 17
VIBE+NE 11 16 13
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Figure 43: Number of sub-topics annotated by saving notes
15
Therefore, we can assume that the diverse topic discovery done at the level of document
opening repeated in the annotation stage too.
6.6.4 Note Productivity Analysis
There is another evidence we can check in the similar context with the diversity – note
productivity. The analysis in the previous section just tells us that which system collected
more precise information. However, collecting just precise notes is not enough. We need to
collect a lot of precise notes. The count matters too.
Luckily, we can expect the experimental systems could provide with more diverse out-
comes than the baseline, with the increased diversity. Table 42 shows the number of notes
annotated by the subjects using three different systems.
Table 42: Note count and precision
System TaskSieve VIBE VIBE+NE
Overall 451 476 423
High-precision notes 343 379 355
(precision > 0.9)
It shows that the Adaptive VIBE system collected more notes (476) than the other two
systems (First row). The NE-based user model system (VIBE+NE) was the worst. However,
these numbers consider the quantity only and do not consider the quality this time. The
number of high-precision notes, which counts the notes with precision greater than 0.9, shows
slightly different outcomes.
The baseline became the worst and VIBE+NE became the second best. This result re-
flects the analysis result of the previous section, where VIBE+NE recorded the best precision
than the others. Even though VIBE+NE did not collect more notes than the baseline, it
collected more high-quality data. This difference resulted in the different mean precision.
At the same time, the Adaptive VIBE (VIBE) system’s mean note precision could
not beat the baseline, but it collected more data. Even though the high-precision (pre-
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cision > 0.9) note count reflects this quantity+quality phenomenon, we need deeper analysis
in order to understand what really happened.
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Figure 44: Average precision of top N notes
In order to combine the quality and quantity of notes of the baseline (TaskSieve) and
Adaptive VIBE (VIBE), the notes collected by the two systems were sorted in the decreasing
order and plotted on the same graph (Figure 44). It shows the change of average precision
of top N annotations and compares the average precision scores of the two systems when
the subjects made top N high precision annotations. Both are dropping as they collect
more passages but the baseline drops more sharply and the experimental system shows
higher precision until the N reaches 405. The right end point N=476 is the total number of
annotations made using the experimental system and it is where the overall average precision
in Table 37 was calculated.
Subjects with the baseline made 451 annotations, so a new average precision at N=451
(where the note counts of both systems are same) was calculated (Table 43). The exper-
imental system showed significantly higher average precision (Wilcoxon signed rank test,
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Table 43: Combination of note quantity plus quality analysis
TaskSieve VIBE p
Note precision (Top N=451) 0.795 0.862 < 0.001
Table 44: Combination of note quantity plus quality analysis
TaskSieve VIBE+NE p
Note precision (Top N=423) 0.847 0.866 0.1918
Table 45: Combination of note quantity plus quality analysis
VIBE+NE VIBE p
Note precision (Top N=423) 0.866 0.919 0.1596
p < 0.001).
The same analyses were repeated for the remaining pairs (Table 44, 45). However, the
no significant difference was found (Wilcoxon signed rank test, p = 0.1918 and p = 0.1596
respectively).
6.6.5 Summary of Findings
The user annotated notes are the final product of the user study. In this section, we analyzed
the precision, diversity, and the productivity of the note annotations.
We compared the note precision across the three systems and found significant differences
between Adaptive VIBE with NE user model and two other systems. We also found the topic
difference. With the most difficult topic, Adaptive VIBE with NE user model showed the
best results.
According to the sub-topic discovery analysis in the note level, the Adaptive VIBE
systems found more sub-topics than the baseline. Along with the productivity analysis that
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counted the number of high quality annotations, we could summarize the lessons of this
section as follows.
1. Adaptive VIBE could collect more high quality notes, while maintaining the equivalent
level of note precisions compared with TaskSieve.
2. Adaptive VIBE+NE could collect higher quality notes, even though the number of notes
did not exceed that of Adaptive VIBE.
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7.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
This chapter summarizes the results presented in the previous chapter and attempts to
connect each individual result, in order to provide a structure and discuss the implications
of the findings.
The goal of this dissertation is testing two key ideas: (1) adaptive visualization (Adaptive
VIBE) and (2) conceptual user modeling (Adaptive VIBE+NE). We defined two broad stages
according to the systems’ working process and the result analysis: (1) system performance
and (2) user performance. By combining those two dimensions, we defined four hypotheses.
We tried to prove them from various perspectives. The following sections discuss each
perspective one by one. For an overview, Table 46 summarizes the hypotheses and the
measures used for proving each of them.
7.1 ADAPTIVE VISUALIZATION VERSUS TEXT-BASED
PERSONALIZED SEARCH
7.1.1 Higher Precision of Search Results in the System Level
In the first hypothesis, we compared TaskSieve (Condition 1) and Adaptive VIBE (Condition
2) as the baseline and the experimental system. Each represents the traditional text-based
personalized search and the adaptive visualization method. First of all, we assumed that
Adaptive VIBE would be able to generate the personalized ranked lists with higher precision.
The analysis was consistent with our assumption. The marquee tool that was designed
to help users to select documents spatially showed the almost equivalent precision level
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Table 46: Comparison of hypothesis and the measures
System Performance User Performance
TaskSieve vs. Adaptive VIBE H1-1 H1-2
System Precision Open Diversity
Visual Cluster Quality Navigation Depth
Note Diversity
Productivity (more high quality notes)
Adaptive VIBE vs. H2-1 H2-2
Adaptive VIBE + NE Visual Cluster Quality Note Precision
compared with ranked lists.
The top 10 documents retrieved by Adaptive VIBE had better quality than the baseline.
NDCG10 was used for measuring the quality of the retrieved documents and Adaptive VIBE
generated higher NDCG top 10 documents than the baseline. NDCG gives more scores to
the high ranked relevant documents. Therefore, the higher NDCG score within top 10 ranks
means that Adaptive VIBE promoted relevant documents even more within the higher rank
area.
The source of this performance improvement of Adaptive VIBE could be the better user
models. The baseline search ability of Adaptive VIBE was identical to the baseline TaskSieve
personalized search system and the key component that retrieved and ranked the documents
was the combination of the query and the user model. It means that within the cycle of
personalized searching and user interaction using the adaptive visualization, the user model
was built better than the baseline system.
7.1.2 User Model Effects of Adaptive VIBE
The adaptive visualization generated by Adaptive VIBE are the direct interface that the
users see and manipulate during their search process. It is the second component of the
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Adaptive VIBE system on top of the personalized search results. We need to examine the
quality of the visualizations as the second stage of system performance analysis.
Even though we did not include this effect in the hypothesis definitions, we have con-
ducted pilot studies (Chapter 4) and expected the result of the pilot studies would duplicate
in the user study too. During the pilot experiments, we found two effects:
1. Adaptive VIBE visualizations could separate the relevant and non-relevant documents
visually.
2. The relevant document clusters gathered closer to the user model in the visualization.
Because these results were induced by the experiments using the log data of the TaskSieve
personalized search study, we needed to check if the same effects would be observed during
the user study. If we could confirm it, we would be able to guarantee the quality of the
visualizations too.
The visualizations generated during the user study were analyzed using a clustering
validity score and the location of the clusters were examined. The same separation of relevant
and non-relevant document clusters were observed and the relevant document clusters tended
to gather closer to the user models in the Adaptive VIBE visualization.
7.1.3 Helping Users to Locate Relevant Documents with the Visual User Model
On top of the result of the pilot study – relevant documents gathering near the user model
– we formulated a scenario for users to pick up those relevant information, before the user
study. We provided a marquee tool that could spatially select a group of documents and let
them know the pilot study result as the background information to use the marquee tool for
examining the documents around the user model.
Even though the tool was unfamiliar to the participants and there was greater risk to
including noises during the selecting behavior, the marquee selection tool showed almost the
same precision level with the traditional ranked lists.
We also observed the positions of the top 10 documents in the visualizations and found
that those documents were moving towards the user models as the user-system interactions
were accumulating and as the user models became more enriched.
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Because the high rank documents were visible to the users (they were annotated in higher
intensity colors), the participants were able to be naturally guided to the area closer to the
user model, where the relevant information was more abundant. Combined with the fact
that these high rank documents were very probable to be relevant, this characteristic could
form a basis of the better user performance found in the next stage.
Of course, the visibility of the top-10 documents could have biased the subjects regardless
of their proximity to the user model. That is, the subjects could have paid more attention
to the top-10 documents regardless of the fact that they were closer to the user model or
not. A complementary study that randomizes the location of the highlighted documents in
the visualization and examines the user reaction will be able to answer this question.
7.1.4 User Performance – Diversity and Productivity beyond Over-fitting
The discussion in the previous section focused more on the system’s role to prepare a good
set of information. That is, the good system serves the requested information that the users
can immediately consume. The good text-based system would place a number of documents
on the very top of the ranked lists. The Adaptive VIBE system working perfectly as our
scenario would place the relevant documents just beside the user models.
However, users’ information need is not that simple. Particularly, the tasks required to
solve in this user study was designed to navigate through complicated paths of exploration.
Those who try to solve these tasks usually try different queries, study initial results returned
from the system, learn more about the problem, try another hint against the system, etc.
They may need to solve a question in order to solve the next when the structure of the task
is multi-faceted.
Therefore, any system that is optimized too much for a specific task or a sub-task may
occur the “over-fitting” problem. This is one of the problems that the personalized infor-
mation access systems can have. We have already experienced before, when we provided
users with an editable open user model [4]. There, the user model over-fitted by the user
intervention and eventually deteriorated the system performance.
A personalized information retrieval system with an over-fitted user model can bring up
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a small number of highly precise results in the high rank. Nevertheless, there is always a
risk to miss valuable information too.
Two variables were investigated in order to examine the perspectives that the simple
precisions cannot cover: Diversity and Productivity.
7.1.4.1 Diversity Diversity was defined as how much the relevant information for the
task was discovered by the participants. We first checked the depth of navigation in the
ranked lists. The results clearly showed that the participants navigated much more low rank
documents – that were relevant – than the text-based system. This result contrasts with
the findings in [63], which found that the search engine users were easily biased toward the
top of the ranked lists.
The second measure used for checking the diversity was the discovered sub-topic counts.
A statistical topic detection algorithm was applied to the test corpus and we found that the
visualization systems could discover more sub-topics in the annotation level as well as the
document access level than the baseline.
One of our design principles of Adaptive VIBE was to employ the exploratory searching
scheme. We wanted a system that could encourage its users explore the search space and
learn within the process, rather than a simple look-up search system. The ability to discover
diverse documents, annotations, and topics using Adaptive VIBE was an evidence that our
expectation was met.
7.1.4.2 Productivity Even though the note precision of Adaptive VIBE was not found
to be better than that of the baseline, we were able to find that Adaptive VIBE could make
more high precision annotations.
In terms of the annotations that are the final products of the task-solving, the pro-
ductivity can better reflect the reality. That is, how many high quality information was
collected during the given time. It is like a combination of quality and quantity of the user
annotations.
We found that the users of Adaptive VIBE could make more precise annotations than
the baseline. Along with the diversity, the higher productivity of Adaptive VIBE could tell
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us that it was able to help users better to interact and work together with the system in
order to achieve their goals.
7.2 KEYWORD-BASED VERSUS NE-BASED USER MODELING
The second hypothesis compared the keyword and the named-entity (NE) based user models
of Adaptive VIBE. In the second pilot study conducted using the log data of TaskSieve, we
found that the mixture of the keywords and the NEs within the user models were able to
better separate the relevant and the non-relevant document clusters than the keyword or NE
only user models.
Therefore, we constructed the user models mixing the keywords and the NEs (Condition
3) and compared their performances with the keyword only user models (Condition 2) in the
user study. The same criteria for the result analysis was applied as in the first hypothesis
testing: (1) system performance analysis and (2) user performance analysis.
7.2.1 System Performance Analysis
In the ranked list retrieval stage, we could not find any difference between the keyword and
the NEs. However, the quality of the visualizations showed a marginal difference between two
models. In one of the three topics given to the participants, the NE-based user model could
construct better visualizations in terms of the separation of the relevant and non-relevant
document clusters.
7.2.2 User Performance Analysis
We could not find any difference in terms of the users’ document access to open the fulltexts,
diversity and productivity of user annotations. However, we found that the users were able
to make more precise annotations compared to the keyword-based user models or text-based
personalized search system.
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Given the almost equivalent level of diversity and productivity of user annotations,
this improvement is worth noting. When we compared Adaptive VIBE and the text-based
TaskSieve, we found the improvements were mostly found in the diversity or the productivity
level, especially in the user performance. However, the NE-based user models contributed
to the opposite dimension, the user annotation precision.
This difference could be originated from the difference of the two approaches, the adap-
tive visualization and the concept-based user modeling. Adaptive visualization was able to
provide users with the ability to explore and discover the search space visually, which led
to the higher diversity and productivity. NE-based user models were able to assist users to
produce more accurate annotations, which lead to the higher precision notes.
Therefore, we can conclude that the second hypothesis was confirmed marginally, in that
it could promote the precision of the system and the user performances.
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8.0 CONCLUSION
This dissertation presented an adaptive visualization method called Adaptive VIBE and
tested its effectiveness and analyzed the characteristics through a user study. Adaptive VIBE
was also extended to include named-entity based user models in order to better present the
semantics and concepts. The extension was compared with the keyword-based user models
too.
Before the user study, we conducted two pilot experiments that attempted to construct
the Adaptive VIBE visualizations with and without the NE-based user models. The experi-
mental results showed that the Adaptive VIBE could better separate the relevant documents
from non-relevant documents in the visualization. Moreover, the relevant information was
more probable to be found near the user models, which were visually shown to the users.
The NE-based user models could improve the quality of the visualizations when they were
mixed with keywords in the user models.
8.1 MAIN FINDINGS
The result of the user study was presented in two stages: (1) system performance and (2)
user performance. According to the analysis, Adaptive VIBE was able to construct higher
precision document sets compared to the baseline text-based personalized search system.
The results of the pilot study was replicated during the user study. That is, the visual
separation of relevant information was observed again.
Based on the higher system performance, users of Adaptive VIBE could produce better
results. They were able to access more diverse information. They discovered hidden docu-
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ments in the lower rank of the retrieval lists, explored more sub-topics, and produced more
diverse final reports compared to the baseline.
The effect of the NE-based user modeling appeared differently. With the almost same
level of system performance and diversity, the users were able to produce the final results
that were more precise than the keyword-based Adaptive VIBE.
This difference between Adaptive VIBE and Adaptive VIBE plus NE-based user models
suggests that they can contribute to the different areas of advanced information access –
diversity of information exploration and higher precision of information discovery.
Despite the positive results toward the Adaptive VIBE systems, we should note that
some users showed negative reactions too. That was due to the unfamiliarity and the com-
plexity of the adaptive visualization systems. Even though we imposed a good lengths of
training, a single day experience in the new system was not enough to change their subjec-
tive impressions. We make it clear that Adaptive VIBE is not intended to replace the more
familiar ranked lists. Rather, it is a complementary tool that can remedy some shortcomings
of the ranked list based systems.
8.2 LIMITATIONS AND DELIMITATIONS
This study presented an adaptive visualization approach, Adaptive VIBE, and the results of
the evaluations. However, the visual information exploration tool incorporated in Adaptive
VIBE here cannot be stated as an easy-to-use tool for information retrieval. Rather, it was
designed to assist users for in-depth exploration of the data during the retrieval process.
Therefore, it is not correct to state that the result of this study is applicable to the
general audiences who are everyday Web search engine users. More specifically, the audiences
who can benefit from the information exploration idea can be characterized as similar to
information analysts. They are ready to invest time and effort to explore the massive pool
of information, beyond the simple search attempts including just one or two queries in very
short search iterations.
Two questions can be raised when comparing the participants of this study with real
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information analysts: (1) Is their knowledge enough in order to perform the task? (2) Do
they have enough experience using the information access system? In order to address the
first issue, we provided enough background information for the tasks used in the experimental
sessions. For addressing the second issue, we provided enough time and effort for training
the subjects. This process did not only include the how-to-use issue of the system, but also
included real task-solving experience by using a training task exactly equivalent with the
main tasks.
In terms of the text corpus, this study made use of an artificial news collection (TDT4).
Therefore, the system was more optimized for the news texts than other type of documents.
This can also limit the direct applicability of the result to more general and broader scope
of information because different documents compared to news texts can have different prop-
erties. For example, finding out a simple and short Web page that contains a clear fragment
of information will not required the exploratory analysis describe above. Rather, it will be
recommended to use the traditional look up search instead.
The choice of NEs as the semantic representation for user models could be justified
because it was easy to extract good NEs from the news corpus and the extracted NEs
are appropriate for representing the concepts of the news stories. News stories naturally
contain a lot of elements such as name, time, and events. They play significant roles in the
news articles and could be effectively discovered by the NE annotator. However, we have
no evidence that this performance can be generalized to other types of texts. Therefore,
the potential of NEs as semantic elements should not be over-generalized beyond the news
articles or the texts with similar characteristics.
8.3 FUTURE WORK
From the subjective feedbacks of the participants (Section 6.1.2), we found a great deviation
of user preference toward the visualization-based systems. That is, it depended on each
individual whether they liked the visualization-based information exploration or not. We
tried to find out if there was any demographic or cognitive factor that affects this difference
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as Koshman [66], who found that the VIBE visualization was more appropriate for smart or
expert users than novices. However, we could not find any clear evidence that determines
individual differences in this user study. It may be because we had limited number of
participants and tried to impose the participants the role of information analysts.
We expect that we will be able to find out the individual factors and learning effects
in a long-term multi-session study such as MILCs (Multi-dimensional In-depth Long-term
Case studies) [113]. A more generalized Adaptive VIBE version that is attached to a more
accessible search environment could be used for this purpose.
Also, as discussed in Section 7.1.3, we found that the top-10 documents were moving
towards the user model in the visualizations and the movements could have acted as a
guidance for subjects to locate relevant documents. However, this feature also has the
weakness to bias the users to the top-10 documents regardless of their spatial proximity to
the user model. Therefore, we can plan a future study that randomizes the location of the
top-10 documents and observes the user reactions in order to learn the exact factor that
motivates the choice of relevant documents.
Another plan is to extend the concept extraction method beyond NEs. We need to explore
various concept extraction techniques relevant to different document types or domains, such
as noun phrase extraction [119], part-of-speech tagging [81], or probability-based N-gram
extraction methods [71, 86].
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APPENDIX A
ENTRY QUESTIONNAIRE
Searcher #___________??
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH?
PERSONALIZED INFORMATION ACCESS STUDY ?
ENTRY QUESTIONNAIRE?
 
 
1. Your program and University: _____________________________________ 
 
2. Gender:   ___ Male   ___Female 
 
3. Age: ___________________  
 
4. First language:_________________ 
 
5. Highest degree level attained: 
___Bachelor’s  ___Master’s     ___PhD   ____Post-Doctorate 
 
6. Have you taken any information retrieval class? 
 
 ___ Yes ___ No ___Don't know 
 
7. On average, the amount of time spent per day using a computer 
 ___Less than 1 hr. 
 ___1 hr – less than 2 hrs.  
 ___2 hrs. – less than 3 hrs. 
 ___3 hrs. – less than 4 hrs. 
 ___More than 4 hrs. 
 
8. Which Web browser do you use most often? 
 ___Apple Safari 
 ___Internet Explorer 
 ___Mozilla Firefox 
 ___Netscape 
 ___Opera 
 ___Other __________________ 
 
9. Which of the following search engines have you used before? 
 ___AltaVista 
 ___Aliweb 
 ___AlltheWeb 
 ___Ask.com  
 ___Baidu 
 ___Dogpile 
 ___Excite 
 ___Google 
 ___Infoseek 
 ___Inktomi 
 ___Lycos 
___Monkey Look 
___MSN Search 
___Northern Light 
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___Quaero 
___Teoma 
___Trumalia 
___Vivisimo 
___WebCrawler 
___Yahoo! Search 
___Other_________________ 
___Don't know
 
10. How confident are you in your abilities to locate specific information using a search 
engine? 
 
Not at all confident           Very Confident 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10 
 
11. On average, how much time do you spend per day reading, listening, and watching 
news? 
 ___Less than 1 hr. 
 ___1 hr – less than 2 hrs.  
 ___2 hrs. – less than 3 hrs. 
 ___3 hrs. – less than 4 hrs. 
 ___More than 4 hrs. 
 
12. What news sources (news programs, online newspapers, print newspapers, or online 
news databases) do you use to learn information about news events?
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APPENDIX B
POST QUESTIONNAIRES
Searcher #___________??
System     ___TaskSieve___??
Topic #     ___________?
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH?
STUDY OF WEB INFORMATION EXTRACTION?
POST-SEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE?
Please answer the following questions, as they relate to this specific topic.??
? Not at 
all? ?
Somew
hat? ?
Extrem
ely?
1. Were you familiar with this topic before the 
search? 1? 2? 3? 4? 5?
2. Did the passages and their documents provide 
you sufficient information for your summary? 1 2 3 4 5 
3. When choosing to view a full document, was it 
mostly because you found useful information in 
the passage? 
1 2 3 4 5 
4. Do you think the task model helped finding out 
relevant information than plain searching? 1? 2? 3? 4? 5?
5. Do you think the mediation between the query 
and the user model helped solving the problem? 1 2 3 4 5 
6. Overall, did you have a positive experience 
with this system? 1 2 3 4 5 
7. Overall, what is the difficulty of the topic? 
(1-easy, 5-hard) 1 2 3 4 5 
8. How confident are you that you found all 
information in the database? 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Please list important names (person, location, organization, etc.) found during the task 
 
 
 
Please write down any other comments. Thank you? 
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Searcher #___________??
System     ___VIBE___??
Topic #     ___________?
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH?
STUDY OF WEB INFORMATION EXTRACTION?
POST-SEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE?
Please answer the following questions, as they relate to this specific topic.??
? Not at all? ?
Somew
hat? ?
Extrem
ely?
1. Were you familiar with this topic before the 
search?? 1? 2? 3? 4? 5?
2. Did the passages and their documents provide 
you sufficient information for your summary? 1 2 3 4 5 
3. When choosing to view a full document, was it 
mostly because you found useful information in 
the passage? 
1 2 3 4 5 
4. Were you confident in the visualization’s 
ability to find useful information on this topic?? 1? 2? 3? 4? 5?
5. Did you find the separation of the query and 
the user model POI helpful in finding useful 
information??
1? 2? 3? 4? 5?
6. Did you find the support of different POI 
location presets useful? 1 2 3 4 5 
7. Did you find the visual cue about the system’s 
relevance expectation (size & color of document 
icons) useful? 
1 2 3 4 5 
8. Did you find the POI clustering useful to 
complete your task? 1 2 3 4 5 
9. Did you find the visualization easy to use? 1 2 3 4 5 
10. Overall, did you have a positive experience 
with this system? 1 2 3 4 5 
11. Overall, what is the difficulty of the topic? 
(1-easy, 5-hard) 1 2 3 4 5 
12. How confident are you that you found all 
information in the database? 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Please list important names (person, location, organization, etc.) found during the task 
 
 
 
Please write down any other comments. Thank you??
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Searcher #___________??
System     ___NEVIBE___??
Topic #     ___________?
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH?
STUDY OF WEB INFORMATION EXTRACTION?
POST-SEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE?
Please answer the following questions, as they relate to this specific topic.??
? Not at 
all? ?
Somew
hat? ?
Extrem
ely?
1. Were you familiar with this topic before the 
search?? 1? 2? 3? 4? 5?
2. Did the passages and their documents provide 
you sufficient information for your summary? 1 2 3 4 5 
3. When choosing to view a full document, was it 
mostly because you found useful information in 
the passage? 
1 2 3 4 5 
4. Were you confident in the visualization’s 
ability to find useful information on this topic?? 1? 2? 3? 4? 5?
5. Did you find the named-entities were useful to 
complete your task?? 1? 2? 3? 4? 5?
6. Did you find the named-entities were 
reasonably extracted? 1 2 3 4 5 
7. Did you find the combination of the 
visualization and named-entities was useful to 
complete your task? 
1 2 3 4 5 
8. Overall, did you have a positive experience 
with this system? 1 2 3 4 5 
9. Overall, what is the difficulty of the topic? 
(1-easy, 5-hard) 1 2 3 4 5 
10. How confident are you that you found all 
information in the database? 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Please list important names (person, location, organization, etc.) found during the task 
 
 
 
Please write down any other comments. Thank you??
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APPENDIX C
TASK ASSIGNMENTS
5 TDT Topic 40009 -  “US Senate Proposes Easing Cuban Trade Embargo” (JZ) 
Background 
1. Washington, DC is in US.  
Short description of the task: 
US Senate proposes a bill to easy trade with Cuba and Clinton signed it later. The task is to find out supports 
and objections as well as consequences of this new legislation, and give recommendations to changes in related 
policies, if any. 
From the documents, find snippets of text that contain answers to each of the following questions: 
1. What is main content of the law? 
2. What is the name of issuer of the law? 
3. What are the names of the affected parties of the law? 
4. Where is the law? 
5. What are the previous related laws? 
6. What are the supports and objections of the current legislation? 
7. What is the possible future impact? 
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15 TDT Topic 40048 - “Train Fire in Austrian Tunnel” (PB) 
Background 
 
1. Kaprun is an alpine resort in Austria  
2. Austria is a country in Europe  
 
Short description of the task  
 
After a fire in a cable car traveling through a tunnel near Austrian village of Karpun, officials are working on 
identifying victims and salvaging the bodies. The task is to identify the number of US victims and survivors, 
determine and dispatch the transportation means to bring the rescued US citizens and the bodies to the nearest 
US Hospital/base, determine the person in charge to approve the transportation. 
 
From the documents, find snippets of text that contain answers to each of the following questions: 
 
1. what was the number of victims, and that of survivors 
2. what was the number of US victims, and that of US survivors 
3. what was the location of the accident  
4. the type of vehicle used by rescuers 
5. who was the responsible party for approving transportation 
6. when did the accident start? 
7. what were the actions taken by rescuers? 
8. who was the responsible party for rescue operation? 
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13 TDT Topic 40021 – “Earthquake in El Salvador” (PB) 
Background: 
1. El Salvador and Guatemala are two countries in western Central America.  
2. El Salvador is bordered to the west by Guatemala 
3. An earthquake measuring 7.6 on the Richter scale happened 65 miles off the coast of El Salvador in the 
North Pacific Ocean. 
Short description of the task: 
Rescuers dig for survivors and causalities are being counted in El Salvador and Guatemala after an earthquake. 
The task is to identify a site with largest causalities and plan a rescue/help operation at that site. Determine the 
kind and the amount of help required and requested (i.e., tents, rescue equipment) and identify authorities in 
charge to cooperate with. 
From the documents, find snippets of text that contain answers to each of the following questions: 
1. How many victims in the earthquake? How many injured in the earthquake? How many survivors in the 
earthquake? 
2. How many bodies were recovered in the earthquake? 
3. Where is the site with large causalities? 
4. What is the population of site with large causalities? 
5. When was the earthquake? 
6. What kinds of action had been taken by the rescuers? 
7. Who was the person in charge of rescue operation? 
8. How about police authorities? 
9. What kinds of equipment were required for rescue operation? 
10. What was the type of disaster? 
11. How about the international help? 
12. What help had been requested? 
13. How about death toll? 
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